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Editor's Note
t"4.

The page numbers in parintheses throughout these papers refer to
relevant pages of the Education Sector Working Paper. Washington,
D.C.: World Bank, December, 1974.

Although we have provided our own summary of the Education
SertorWorking Paper at Appendix 1, we advise readers that our publi-
cation ought to be read in conjunction with the full paper. This can
be obtained, free of charge, from the World Bank Headquarters in
Washington or any of its regional offices.

World Bank

Headquarters:
1818 H Street,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Telephone: (202) 395-6360
Cableilkldwss: INTBAFRAD
WASHINGTONDC

Lonidon Office:
New Zealand House
Haymarket
LondonS.W.1.

Telephone : 01-9303886

European Office:.
66 avenue d'Iena
75116 Paris, France

Tokyo Office :
Kokusai Building
1-1 Marunouchi 3-chome
Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo 100,
Japan.
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Forewor,d

The ,1' seminar described iiithis report arose from the combina-
ton Ortwo sets of circumstances. The first set concerned the policy
adOpted in the Department of Education in Developing Countries,at
the University of London Institute of Education in the last year or two
of organizing workshops design to investigate in depth topics which
cut aotpss the syllabus limitationt of the various departmental courses.
Examples of the type of topics which have been subjected to detailed
acadethic examinatipn are the problems of school leavers and the
question of the size, growth and structure of national populations in
relatidn to the supply of educational facilities.

The second set of circumstances reflected the interest of many
' staff members and some senior students with the educational policy

of the World Bank. The Bank now ranks as the largest single donor of
educational aid. In the years 1972 to 1974, new Bank commitments to
the education sector were running'at the rate of over $20(kii. per year.
But ate Bank's influence on education policies has rested on more than

the amount of money lent and the new facilities created through its
loans. Along with the money have gone ideas and advice Co borrowers
to make their education systems contribute more efficiently and effec-
tively to economic development. A Bank policy statement appeared in

-the form of an Education Sector Working Paper in 1971 and When a
second paper wa;'pitblished in December 1974, it not only attracted
the.keen attention of the Department but offered a very promising
basis for a detailed academic examinationof the educational factors
affecting development in the developing world,

First we organized a twp-day workshop within the Department on
.8 and 9 May 197$. This was attended by a very large number of students
and staff from over thirty countries and led toa series of very lively and

*Mt/catkin Solar Working Poper.lkashington o:cr World, Bank, December
1974. Available, flee of charge, through World Bank offices (see p. 9). j

9
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12 Education Policy of the World Bank

well - informed discussions and to the wnting of several background
papers. The preparations for this workshop also led to the idea that we
should invite a number of leading academidS. with experience of the ,

developing world to join us in a day-long seminar to examine in detail
the educational bases of the Bank's paper. This seminar was held at the
University of London Institute of Education on 19 May 1975.

It was a hippy chance that Dr. Jean Bowman and Professor Arnold
Anderson of the Univ ersity of Chicago, Professor James Sheffield of i
Teacher's College, Columbia. and Mr. Albert Ozigi of Ahmadu Bello
University, Lana, had been working viithiis during the year and were
able to participate in the seminar. We were also very glad to welcome
back two previous hekds of the department, Lione) Ehin and-John
Lewis. and a number oracadernics front other British universities. The
full list of members of the seminar is appended at the end of this
Ncilume (Appendix 2). It w arly a very strong and experienced#
group which se out to put ucanon Sector Working Paper under
detii led academic scrutiny. ft did not set out primarily to discuss educa-
tonal aid. Indeed, a deliberate decision lindeen taken not to invite
any members of the Bank or other international or national aid donors
but to concentrate on the paper as a contnbution to the literature on'
the bases of educational policy in the developing world. It was hoped,
by this means, to open up farther discussions with other interested
persons and wi th the donor agenties.

&reading of the background papers which of course contain the
personal views of the authors and do not represent departmental or
institutional policy printed with this report might suggest that most
of the comments at the seminar were highly critical of the Bank's paper.
This was not so. The seminar took a good look at the policies outlined
in the paper and in the sijiggOted ways of impletritntation. There
certainly were criticisms. Some were wiled at statements such as
`Education systems have been irrelevant to the needs of developing
countries dunng the last two decades' (p. 3), which seemed to ignore
the quantitative and cunitcular advances which have been made, and

MM.

the strenuous efforts in some countries to.evolve systems relevant to
both traditional values and the creation of a modern sector. But, on the
other hand, the seminar welcomed, and explored such statements as
`The new emphasis must also take account of diverse learningclienteles
and, consequently, 6f alternative delivery systems. Education cannot
be restncted to school-age youths' (p. 15).

Great interest, too., wig. much approval, was shown by the members
of the seminar in the s h of the Bank's emphasis frlm the earlier
concentration on the production of high level skills--for the modern
sector to assistance to the traditional economy, the rural areas and the
poorest, towards, for example the promotion of development strate-
sies 'designed to improve the well-being of the lower 40 per cent of the
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population' (15. 47) but it was argued that the development of the
much criticized small grqup of well-educated people in developing
countries was, in fact, an Important factor in creating a situation in
v. hich it hetomes po6sible to offer `alternative delivery systems'

-In short. the seminar debeloped into a stimulating discussion of
educational possibilities using the Bank's paper as a stayting point. It is
hoped that ilus report. inadequate as it inevitably must be in re-
creating all the cut and thrust. the gibe and take of academic argument.
will serve to stimulate further discussion, The background papers hay e
already been sent to the World flank and have been courteously
acknowledged. We hope there will be further dialogue. We hope, too,
that there may be dialogue with potential recipients of Bank's assist-
ance and v. ould welcome discus'sions with other pgaple concerned with
education and development in the developing world In the meantime,
we feel a,warm debt of gratitude-to the Bank for its initiative in publish-
ing this Education Sector Working Paper and thereby stimulating the
extraorcithaply interesting discussions in the seminar.

FinabY I must thank the participants in the seminar for their
contributions, both wntten and verbal, and pay a particular tribute to

' my Colleague, Peter Williams, who not only organized both the student
workshop and the seminar but ,lias wntten the Report of the Proceed-
ings. He deserves our gratitude for offenng such aconcise and coherent
account of a day's fascinating but very diverse discussion.

R. C Honeybone
January 1976.
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Development through Education
seen dimly

C. Arnold Ariderson

The first
)

'Bank Sector Working Paper on Education (1971)
proposed to :describe the distinctive economic. finanekl, and institu-
tional charactensLics of each sector. outline the role played by each
sector in the general process of economic development' together with
summarizing the Bank's actp.ines ill the sector and pointing (rut how
combined aid programmes 'can contribute to building up each sector'
in the associated countries (1971 p. 3). In the second World Bank
Paper on Education issued irr 1974 the aims are widened- to the
developmental goal of economic growth must be added social duritn-
siOns without which the mass of the people cannot achieve a fuller,
happier and mo reproductiN e life' (1974 p i ).

I would infer that the authors of this report have more carefulf
read pronouncements by other international agencies than the bur
geoning research literature on `education and development'. If con s'

tributors to this literature had been used as critics, a more creative
document might have resulted. The paper, is more clear about what,

,kinds of assistance the Bank has given and will give than about the
reasons for favouring one or another kind of educational project.

Evasive, Notions about the Development
Process-,
At several points in each orston readers are urged to adopt a coin-
prehensive view of the educational system, but we 'must accept the
exhortation in place of exemplification. How such a broad view can
be used as a guide to policy is nal made clear. The Bank staff should '
not be chivvied for failing to identify the 'functional' outcomes of
educational activities for no one has done this. The dereliction lies
Thts forin'of citation refer; to the 1971 or 1974 version of the papers and the
page. The two versions of the paper include 38 and 73 pages respectively.

12,



DevelOptnera through Education seen dimly'. 15
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in encouraiing the belief that such criteria are readily come by
Indeed, once we undertake to 'integrate' educational with other
developmental programmes, the task of 'evaluating' projects or pro-
grammes becomes elusive. Such unspeCipable aims, moreover, divert
poll , makers from realization that means can be vastly improved
wit t greater clarity in' goals. No educational system ever has been
asses ed in 'overall; comprehensive terms. The more useful an educa-
tional system becomes to its ambient society, the more manifold be-

- come its linkages to other aspects of social change. Acoordingly, it
becomes progressive), more difficult to make useful judgments about
congruence between particular programmes and:desired outcomes.

*-1.. The 1974paper undeniably displays more awateness of the compkxi-
lies of 'development' over and beyond 'growth' than does the 1971
*stateinent. It would have b.cen handsome of the writers-to acknowledge

* that key writers about 'education And development' had during more ,

than adecade been advocatingfu'st such a broad conception.
From contending in the 1971 paper that implanted r(ducational,_/\

systems do not greatly facilitate development, the positianin 1974
becomes thatkthe transplanted systems had been serving all-too well
toAluothr.t, the wrong sort of development. The anonymous writerssaask. (1974: p. I I) 'Who shall be edutated? How? For what ?
At what expense?: , but these well-focused criteria are brought to bear
upon issues of policy with a loose-textured logicpost of us would
agree that educational programmes cannot supply the major thrust to
destopment. To be consistent there should be conseulkus also on two
corollaries: how education is made use of by member of a society
determines what contribution education makes to change; and the use
that indit;i4t4do make of edtieation is not cloiely dependent upon
whetheLIKey hOre either broad o?rlear conceptions of society-wide
goals fora**. . , . ", p

The preSent commentary is not generally commendatory. The Bank
has whatis prObably the largest fund fOr employing specialists and

...consultants. Its files contain by far the most information (including
confidential igitelligence) abtint edicational systems. Its sectorpapers
will be widely inkrpreied as offering wel ouinded and theoretically
up-to-date aiseNnents of policies fo e in many sectors of
societal life. The paper then should be a f analysis.

'V

Improving the 'Fit' between Education and
Society
In many instances observers- could agree that country's gamut of
educational programmes 49 making a real able contribution to
-advancement of the society even though there Might be little agreement
about the arithmetic balance of benefits and costs. AssesIments at

13..
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either level of genetality can be made without refere o 'a compre-
hefisive development plan' with which education programmes are
supposed to be congruent. Both versions of the-paper pre)ppose that
`needs' of a country can be stipulated and that it is possible to, decide
whether education is meeting-those Aids. But the latter more narrow
judgments about needs are easier than the form e oad judg-
ments about congruence witidevelopment plan

The holistic or.aggregative premises of thL 6 rge in the
sweeping assertions about the deficiencies of edu ion, ., stems that
have been borrowed from more advanced countries (1974: pp. 1,2, 20),
systems that 'have not acquired an indigenous character'. In order to

cope with problems relating-to 'institutional transfer' we must avoid
being distracted by clichés about indigenous or foreign institutions-

' Confidence of the Bank in the virtues of 'vocational education'
'effects optimism about the effects of educatiomgenerally and doubt
about the strength of indigenous cultural structures particularly
local practices of apprenticeship. Because some countries Or the rural
areas`of most countries Can send few pupils beyond primary school, it
is inferred unjustifiably that 'primary curricula should and can
be given a `practical' slant. Rural schools, we are warned,,shouid not
be allowed to become second ;ate. Ypt certain specifications would
contribute to just that outcome-('1974: pp: 25-26 and contrast p. 32
withp. 31).

This document disp lays an'apprOpriate awareness of the slow and
wavering outcome froth vast programmes of formal primary educa-
tion, not to mention excruciating issues of equity. TwO-extended cote -, '

inents (1974: pp. 28-33, 52-.54) offer a Lather diffuse support fdr a new
schemeof 'basic education'. Who would receive this education, in what
places at what hours or days, under whose instruction, by what
arrangements for finance? None of these programmatic features is
dealt with. Noeffort is. made to compare-ellen teles,.curricula, or antici:
pated outcome of basic education with conventional primary scilool-

Alreadraur filei are filo with docUments and proposals about
`basic'' educatidn, yet. weinue to await particulars. The strong
recommendation for basic education contrasted with the absence of
any analysis ofit is disconcerting.

The 1974 version contains a useful and voluminous tabulation of
data for 65 leis-developed countries and a few developed countries for
contrast (pp. 18-19). Unfortunately, most of the derived tables conceal
diversity of countries under broad categories. Chartmould have been-
more informative in showing a pattern for all countries. At one.or two
phints editors used the misleading ratio of educatiohal expenditure's to
government budgets although the table contains the ratios toper capita
incomes.

These sorts of displdy 'of data are to. tve found in many aces.

*- 14



Development througirEducation seen dimly 1 17

WhL it would have been good to have from the staff are gleanings
from their unique knowledge. They have made voluminous surveys in
many countries; their files contain sage judgments from many experts
that were withheld from published reports; negotiations making use of
confidential information have been conducted over most of the world.
The Banks files contain unmatched information about the distinctive
features of educational systems 'varying among regions, levelS of
development, patterns of administrative organization, and so on. It
-would have been possible to provide a sparkling picture .of how
countries strive to align educational programmes with the needs that
their officials,perceive for new kinds of qualities of skill. But no one
needs to have been on 'the inside' of any country or of any international
agenc!, to have produced the document we have in hand.

Decisidn Criteria for choosing Educational
Policies

. ' )-- 1.-.0
An prescribing policy for any sector of society there isAvost for both
public and private activities. In large measure.the public activities
should foster prudent and productive decisions by individuals and
private groups as the surest waY.to obtain flexibility in dayelopme.ntal
activities. Priciriiy should be given to identifying appropriate criteria

, for decisions and to institutionah2ing diversified agencies of decision.
The Bank obviously has made many prudent judgments about which
programmes to assist in particular countries; judging by the expositiOn
of this paper these decisions have been typically 'intuitive' or clinical
rather than based on &knowledgeable conception of how social change
occurs. broad statement of desirable programmes- in education
(1974; p . 55-56) posits no definite relationship between types o
decisions and types of applicable criteria for decision. Confusion abo
the appropriate locus of decision seems to be embodied in the com
ment with respect to non-formal training (1974: p. 25) that 'small-
scale operations have all too often not been integrated into nationwide
schemes'. (A tbuchstane to the approach expressed in this document is
the use of 'integrate' in an active mood rather than speaking of
teForning integrated'.) A readelcannot align the incisive queries, such
asho shall be educated?' and 50 on, with any stipulation of how to
use different sorts of evidence in seeking a reasonable distribution of
Nnefifs and costs.: Fat:- example, the Comparison (1974: pp. 43-44)
between `manpower approach' and 'rate of return' is uninformative.
Endemic frustrations at the mounting unemployment accompanying
expansion of educational programmes are set down clearly (1974:
pp. 20-21), but an effort to specify appropriate modification in incen-
tives for schooling (1974: .pp. 22-23) dies away in desultory
commentary. .

15 a
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18 Education Policy of the Wolk/ Bank

The 1974 yetsion of this sector paper gives a more complex and r4
adequate matrix of factors than was manifested in .the 1971 tersion.
But I find the exposition to be a disquieting combination of an impera-
tive mood with vague suggestions for selecting policies. Expansion in
`employment' is the stuff of economic development, and a feeling of
lirgency naturally suffuses all discussion of.that goal. No agency or
individual can be,castigated for failing to solve that problem. To me
this paper...is deficient because it offers mainly inchoate commentary .

and disdains ciimulat&e insights and structures of analysi-s.
The central importance of -balancing efficiency norms against

equity is made clear. But readers,will find no guidelines on how to
identify those aspects of educational outcomes that relate mainly to
`efficiency' nor of how7`equitx' considera' nons impinge upon judg-
ments about outcomes from education. Of particular seriousness is the
absence of suggeslions as to how readers can distinguish long-run from
short- run'elements in both efficiency and equity aspects; discussion of
this topic meanders: Profeisional analysis about 'education and
development' has gone beyond merely acknowledging the importance
of these concepts and on to systematic search as to when and how to
use them and how to interpret relevant data. _

---
The 1974 version displays a marked rise in emphasis on equity

questioRs. But (as at pp. 3-4) this argument is rather tacked on 40, an
exposition that p essentials was not modified front its 1971 Version.
We find (1974: p. 34) a singularly prescient observation contrasting
to much of the literaturelabout equity in education in the Third World

that *free education' often leads-to widening after than to narrowing. A.

of disparities. It is pointed out also (1974: p. 45) that sensitive policy
must be based on data for districts and for subpopulations, not used as
qational aggregates. But these comments, so often intermixed with less
sage Ones, mainly are set forth blandly without any effort to illuminate
the way in which educatio programmes become part of an ongoing
process of developmentalAange.

Policy makers cannot just add equity to the things that they keep in
mind when shaping new programmes. On-a worldwide scale there is no
unambiguous relationship. between level of national development and
the degree of disparity or inequality in distribution of the product of
that development: inconies are not uniformly distributed more
uneqtlally in the non-developed economies.

It is one thing, for example, to propose that `the regressive impact
of public subsglies' be softened; mitigation of this situation is not
impossible even for non-affluent societies. A different order of
programme is needed to have 'parent education or school an('
community action which might compeniate for the absence of an
adequate home environment' (1974: p. 35): the tatter sort of pro-
gramme presupposes relative affluence, or very unusual traditions.

16



Development through Education seen dimly ...- 19

Implications of any policy for equalization will be different on
the equity than on the efficiency dimension. Moreoyer, the association
between these two criteria will vary by level of per capita income and in
relation to socio-cultural history. In any society those two criteria can
be harmonized more surely in the longrun than in the short run. Intbis
large family of decision situations analysis can be made more sharp
and more informative through use of the concept of 'opportunity
costs': It is especially with respect to inter-sectoral ramifications that
this latter concept can be crucial, and it is inter-sectoral relationships
that we have in mind whenever wespeak of integatilimlwation with
broad policies of development.

Two pervasive features of this sect8t;parier ,unegy. First,
the tone is 'managerial. Yet a school system ;same kind of
formal organization as is the Bank or art, *dual school. The
`system' is multiple. In that kind of system iris no test of ,adequacy
whether the many programmes of education are `coordinated' or
brought under one act of scrutiny. There is more effort to state impera-
tives than to delineate how programmes become related with the
sorts of event that - in a different context - we cali'developmenf.

Second. the thinking in this working paper is stato-centric. Officials
from the Bank sign 'accords' ofone type or another with officials from
this or that country. Policy is identified with arranging that individuals
will do what someone else wish% them to do. One detects in this
document little appreciation that individuals or groups can be `incen-
tivated' to make autonomous deuisdiliofs whose effects will be
development.

it
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Education i(lieVeloping Countries:
The view from Mount Olympus

Peter Williams

The trouble with living on the top of Mount Olympus is that you only
have other gods to talk to 'Lis exceptionally difficult to hear any
conversation other than that of one's fellow deities. It is hard to know
what the mortals down below are saying and thinking among them-
selves. True, the mortals do occasionally send delegations up the
mountain to pray, in anticipation of favours from on'high: But when -
they come. they have a regrettable tendency to speak m heavenly
language, to utter the prayers and recite the creeds they think the gods
like to hear. Objectivity is made more difficult because the valleys
below often appear to be obscured by cloud. Thus although mortal life
may for the most part continue in regular and orderly fashion, the
serene deities are so far above that they sometimes interpret what they
glimpse through the swirling cloud as chaos ithuman affairs. (1 have .
even heard impious speculation that since Mortals apparently see what
the gods are tip to more clearly than the gods comprehend human life.

it may be that the fog does not objectively exist. Could if simply repre-
sent a clouding of heavenly minds - due perhaps to a surfeit of nectar.
or to the rarefied atmosphere on the sumniit of the mountain ?-Others
allege that in-fighting amongst the gods raisesa good deal of dust at the
top of Mount Olympus, and it is this that reduces visibility.) Whatever
the truth about the precise nature and causes of the obseuring of the
divine vision it comes as no surprise to learn that tillegcoel should
believe their view of mortal life represents reality. When the clouds (or
is it their own fixations ?} lift and the gods do at last seeclearly, they are
convinced that it is not the fog that has cleared; the world itself has
changed.

Such are the images that haunted-me on reading the World Bank's
latest Education Sector Working Paper published in December 1974.

This paper has also appeared in Prospects, Vol. V, No. 4, published,by Unesco,
Paris, December 1975

'



The View from Mount Olympus
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'Overall development strategies' states M McNamara.'s foreword tothe publication,:hav e come under close s iny in recent years. Today,government leaders and economists all increasingly believe that tothe developmental goal of economic owth must be added socialdimensions without whichthe mass oft people cannot achilve of er,happier and more productive life' ( i). From this flows th mainrecommendation of the report for m re emphasis on mass p icipa-uon in education, on greater access a d equality. Does this it wasnot after all wrong in the 1960s f r the developing co tries to be
rapidly, to indulge in building

mailer and locally based teacher-
rather high running costs? It seems

ese things were criticized as linear
o quality, condoning economic ineffi-
tative expansion becomes 'ensuring
and development' ; we learn that 'the

bon can be used to reduce the barriers
) and that the smaller primary trainingie . in assunag a better deployment

n of the training to I °cal conditions,,"(ii. 40):

expanding Primary education s
boarding schools, or to tolerate,
training colleges which might ha
only just the other day that
expansion. preferring quantity
ciency. Now, however, qua
mass participation in educau
provision of living accomm
for the underprivileged' (p.
college 'can be more effeq
of teachers and an adaptat
The reason gii.en is not tat the WorldBank has come to aceept whatmost politicians an social leadersthave always known. No. It is that'today government leacjers aid economists alike increasingly believetar to the de%eloprn tal goal of economic growth must be addedsocial dimensions'.

This really cane be allOwed to pas\ At least on the African'continent, the issu in aid negotiations between government leadersand the World Ba and other foreign agencies hits n the preoccu-pation of Afn s with the 'social dimension'
ith the need, forexample, to tak social and political considera into account indeciding priori es befween levels and types of .ols or in locatinginstitutions, and with the possible social an impact of re-forms being urged by outsiders awhile the oak's aim (in its ownwords,-now reiterated) 'has been basicallyrone:,to help developingcountries reform and expand their education systems in such a waythat the latter may contribute more fully to economic development'(p. i).

Is the Bank ,,being any fairer to the economists' Can one really takeseriously the inference that economists have only just come to realizethat there are social dimensions to development,' that equitabledistribution of income is not an automatic corollary of growth, andthat the creation of productive employmentIs an economic goal asinwortaht as the growth rate of Gross DoMestic Product (GDP)(p. 14) ? Was not Professor Harbison himself, long regarded as-the verypriest of manpower planning, saying just this in the mid-1960s, a
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decade ago * Up on Mount Olympus when the gods awake from their

trance they like-to pretend that everybody else has been asleep. For

, the gods do not by definition -- slumber.

This is written only half in jest. For what this working paper from

the World Bank clearly demonstrates is the constant danger besetting

all those w ho because of their political, intellectual or financial power

are accustomed to bging listened to with too much respect too

much of the time Humility is not the most noticeable characteristic of

this document. It identifies failures and shortcomings in the education

systems of the Third World by the score: but there is scarcely a word

abott*.the mistakes that the World Bank and its fellow agencies may

have made. itere is no acknowledgement trAat perhaps the keenest

adv opate of the policies now being criticized was the World Bank itself.

or that only a decade ago today's received wisdom was regarded in

Washington as foolishness. There is no hint of apology or even explan

ation , no admission of past error. The It ragraphs on the need for

evaluation are found only in that part' of the paper dealing with-

prolllems and issues of education' in developing countries; not, be it

noted. in the section dealing with tha World Bank's own lending

policies. Might not an institution in such an unassailable position as

the Bank have been able to share more of its thoughts about its own

successes and failures ?Is one to infer that there is no self-questioning

at the sank. that nothing has-been learned in the'first dozen years of

Bank lending foreducation.
The sense of omniscience is in places quite overwhelming. 'The Bank

seeks to promote balanced eduCational development' (p. 52) . . The

Bank will actively promote the best combination of high educational

achievement and low costs' (p. 56) `. The Bank will continue to .

emphasize the financial criteria of education projects and development

strategies including a sound balance of expenditure between corn-

ponents within the education systedvand between the education sector

ant other'stctors of development' (p: 56)t... The Bank will seek to

assess the degree to which educational programmes
contribute to a

rational policybalancing equity and other educational objectives such

as efficiency and the development of skills' (p. 57). Can there be any

$64,000 questions left to answer after all this ? One is torn between

irritation at the implied claim to superior intelligence over all those

who have been painfully striving after balanced educational develop-

ment, best combinations, sound balances of expenditure, and rational

.policies balancing equity and other objectives; and alarm at the

apparent certainty that some one right and rational answer to most

For example in his paper presented to the Kencho Conference in Kenya in

1966, `The,Generatton of Employment in Newly Developing Countries', in:

Sheffield, J. R. (ed.) Education. Employment and Rural Development. Nairobi:

East African Publishing_House,
1967.
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problems- does exist, and that conflicting aims and values can be
readily reconciled.

The Bank acknowledges that developing countries may not in all
cases be willing to accept the general and specific policies suggested
in this Paper' (p. 57). An innocent might have supposed that this was
because countries were genuinely perplexed by what best to do; that
the answers seep from their perspectives did not appear clear cut ;
that there were potential conflicts between objectives such as national
unity and the use of localized languages. Not so. It is because 'overall,
experience suggests that the innate caution and conservatism of
educational establishments will continue and that relatively few
countries Will undertake the radical changes which many external
observers consider necessary' (p. 57). This is unbelievable. Was it only
innately cautious educationalists who saw contradicti On in establishing
`comprehensive' secondary schools in heavily selective syStems? Is it
only.conservafivecwho have hesitated to follow every twist and turn of
curricular fashion from the West in new mathematics, new science and
the rest ?Are they some kind of reactionaries who do not now see 'basic
education' as their salvation, or who doubt the validity of 'substantial
research findings which indicate that class sizes may be increased
without a loss in student learning performance' (p. 56)? In the very
next paragraph after-the reference toin nate caution and conservatism,
the Bank is insensitive enough to cite Ethiopia as a country `facirik
educational pi'obleins resolutely and with imagination' (p. 57). Pause
to reflect on the fate of those Ethiopian leaders who, lauded and actively
encouraged by the international educational aid agencies, set up the
Ethiopian Education Sector Review and accepted its findings, thereby
helping to trigger off a revolution against themselves.

Imtating though it may be in tone, this new Educational Sector
Working Paper does deserve a welcome on several counts, twa, of
which I mention here, leaving others to emerge later. In the first
place the decision to issue this paper and the companion volumes in
fields like health and rural development is a welcome sign of.
greater openness on the part of the WOrld Bank. Second, however
belated it May be and however limited some may find its practical
expression in policy (surely the social dimension means more than
equality), theuietv commitment to a broader conception of develop-
mentmusi.beapplinded ; bothin its own right as a recognition that the
eads of development are not purely economic, and as an indication of
courage and flexi bi lity in the Bank's thinking.

However, it is by the content of its analysis and proposals that the
paper will be mainly judged. It is:convenient to discuss this material_
,under three headings corresponding with the three main parts of the
document. First, there is the analysis of the educational situation of
developing countries, comprising a chapter on the trends in develop-

-
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ment up to 1970 and a discussion of educational issues in five major
areas - development of skills, niass participation ineducation and
development, education and. equity, increasing efficiency in educi=
ton, improving management and planning capacity, Second, policy*
choices are considered in each of these five areas. Third, the paper
puts forward views on how the Bank itself may help in ,getting these ' --
policies carried out. . .

The Bank's Analysis : Are we really Regressing ?
.Turning first to the anakysis, the Bank recognizes from the outset that
countries are unique in their experience and requirements. However'
there are some similarities and common features among them which
encourage the Bank to seek for typologies based, it transpires, on
income levels.

The first major finding of the paper is that in the past education
may not hive been as irrelevant to the development ,strategies of
developing countnes as had formerly been assumed. Education may
indeed have been relevant to them; but the fault may have been that

$ the strategies themselves, involving an effort to emulate and catch up
the rich countries through emphasis on the capital-intensive modern
sector, were inappropriate to the societies concerned. Too much
attention was paid to increasing natinal income: too little to a fair
distribution ofit, or to social and cultural aspects of development.

The paper suggests that as a consequence of this emphasis in
development strategy there was, in educational development, great

-stress on the provision of highly skilled manpower. This effort was not
altogether fruitful, however, since the proportion of students in
vocational education in dev;eloping countries has. been consistently
low. The report goes on to say, in almost direct contradiction of the
point at the'end of the last paragraph, that 'political and cultural
leaders were'conviiiced that a well-supported easily accessible educa-
tion system was an efficient means to make people -politically and
'socially conscious and therefore active participanp in nation-building
and cultural processes' (p. 12); and therefometay rapidly expanded
school enrblments. But there were two major obstacles to this process.
These were that the education systems were modelled on those of the
former colonial rulers and were inappropriate; and that the rate of
expansion has decreased - indeed, 'a stagnation of enrolment has
oecurred' (p.13). 2".

I intend to discuss at some length the enrolment data present=
in this paper. My reason for doing so is not that the number of
occupied school places is necessarily a sufficient indicator of educa-
tional quality; and in arguing thit developing countries have achieved ,

very much more than the World Bank is giving them credit for,
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I would not want to appear to be takinga complacent view that formal
school systems are serving their communities nearly as well as they-
might. Rather, I dwell on the quantitative dimension because the
Bank makes quite a large pari of its case in terms of Third World
failure on this'score. And although it was fashionable in the recent past
to disparage mere quantitative expansion, the point that numbers are
vital to equality ofeducational opportunity is now being grasped.*

The Education SeetOr Working Paper contains three key tables,
mroduced below as Tables 1,1 and 3. Some of the key statements
made by the Bank in relation to these are:

1, A stagnation in ervolment has occurred (p. 13).
2. Many education systems generally fail to achieve mass participation
in educational-opportunities. All,these efforts have been insufficient
to-provide education for more than about one-half of the children and
adults in developing countries (p. 27).
3. Twenty-five of the poorest countries have only ene-third of 'the
primary age children enrolled. Although middle-iftdome countries
have achieved much higher enrolment ratiosl the analysis shows that
pven there more than one-fourth of the appropriate primary age group
lexcluding over-age children) does not attend schoOl (P. 27)A
4. The gap between the poorest and the richest countries has increased
at the secondary and tertiaryieveisfp:16):-
5. There is a widening difference between what governments in the
poorest and the rigidr countries spend for the education ofa student

in the 'poorest countries there was only a negligible increase in
public expenditure which, if measured in-eonstant prices, corresponds
to an actual decline (p. 16).

6. While the overall literacy rate has increased during the 1960s from
41 per cent to 50 per cent, it is still as low as 26 per cent in Mist.
The number of illiterates in the age group above 15 increased during tiDe
decade from 701 million to 756 million (excludingChina); the increase
during the next decade will raise the number of adult illiterates in the
developing world to 865 million,(p. 28).

7. Rapidpopulation groyith, together with misallocation of education
resources has led to an increase in the number of illiterates in develop-
ing countries around the world. It is estimated ,tbat, if this trend
continues, the number of illiterates will increase to 865 million by 1985.
This disturbing phenomenon threatens not only the more eqtu table
distribution of the benefits of development; it threatens development%
itself (p. i).

'Since this paper was written, a more detailed discussion of world enrolment
trends at the primary education ilevel has appeared in 'Phillips, H. M., Basic
Education A World Challenge. London: John Wiley, 1975.



Table I. School enrolment ratios

Group Per lepttai GNP
Number

of /
Totaf

population
in 1970

Enrolment. ratios; ;

First level Second leel Shod levet

1960 1965 19'70 1960 1965 1970 1960 1965 1970countries (millions)

I Up to $120 25 168' 34 39 43 4 5- 5 0.3 0.3 .61: (excluding India, Indonesia, (31)
'Pakistan, Bangladesh) "0
Up to $120 4 802 43 56 71 9 II 18 1.7 2 6 4.3

"...,..
(India, Indonesia,
Pakistan, Bangladesh)

(63)

H 1121-250 23 '287 67 79 83 9 14 19 2.1 3-0 5'6
(68),III -$251-750 38 73 83 97 I I _17 25 1 9 3.3 5.3_433
(77)

IV 1751-1,500 9 112 90 93 97 33 44 49 62 8.4 10'5

.i Over $1,500 24 623 100 100 1

(0080)
58 65 83 17.0 1 23.7 30'2

1. Countries in each group are as follows' ..

1. Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Botswana, Burma, Burundi, Chad, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea, Haiti, India, Indonesia,
%,iesotho, Malawi, Mali, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Rwanda, Somalia, Sn Lanka, Sudan, Tanzania., Upper Volta, Yemen

Arab Republic, People's Democratic Republic of Yemen, Zaire. , ",.II Boluia,-Central African Republic, Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya; Khmer Republic, Republic of Korea.
Liberia, Malagasy, Mauritania, Mauntius, Morocco, Philippines, Senegal, Sierra Leone', Swaziland, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, El
Uganda, Republic of Viet-Nam. .6`"III. Algeria, Bahrain, Brazil, Republic of China, People's Republic of the Congo, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republit, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Fiji, Gabont Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Iran, Iracfc Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Jordan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, 'all_, Nicaragua, Oman, Panama, Papua, New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, Uruguay,
Yugoslavia, Zambia,

.IV Argentina, Chile, Cyprus, Greece, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela. ' tV Ad-trona, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, 2)
Japan, Kuwait, Libya, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Qatdr, Sweden, UnitedArab Emirates, United Kingdom, ,:
United States

2 The enrolment ratios have been obtained by dividing the total enrolment of each level with the appropriate age group These 'gross' f
- enrolment ratios are inflated by over-age students. For 1970, it has been possible to exclude the over-age students and taturiate 'net ..,

enrolment tams at the firstlevel' The net ratios are indicated in parentheses and show that the over-age students form 10-20 per cent ri
of the total-student body at the first level. tiSource- Education Sector Working Paper, Washington, De, Wilirld Bank, December 1974. ''

..-
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Table 2. Public expenditure in education per studen't (U S. 5)

27

Countiaes grouped by per capita oip 1960 1961 1970
Net

change

I (up to $120) '16 21 18 - 13
H ( $121-250) _33 . AO 49 - 49

111 (8251-750) 43 58 57 - ,33
IV ($751-1,500) 114 165 179 - 57

V (over $1,500) 338 504,
L4

749 -.,- 121

Group V amount as a multiple of Group 1 21 24 42

Solace Education Sector Working Paper, Wishington, DC, World Bank,
December 1974 (Taken originally from L'nesca Statistical Yearbook:1972.)

Table 3. Estimated number, an df illiterates in the developing world, around
1960 and 1970.

Developing
countries Africa Asia Latin America

billions Millions Millions 0, Millions

Around 141
Males 295. .50 56 73 224 45 .. 17 28

Females 406 69- '. 68 88 '. -3141 63 23 37

TOTAL 701 . 59 124 81
542'

55 40 33
o

,

Around 100. a
Males ' 306 40--- , 61 . 63 231 -37 _ ,16 20

Females 450 60 82 84 348 57 23 27

TOTAL 756 50 143 74 579 .47 ' 39 24

Source Education Sector Working Paper, Washington, DC, World flank,
December 1974. (Taken originally from Unesco Statistical Yearbook 1972 )

26-
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Now, the foregoing is a decidedly parnalaccount Of what these taliles
uasiicate. After all, an equally truthful report might well hale read
I. Extraordinarily rapid progress was made in-educational deelop-

Nment in the developing countries in the 1960s, and-I; all but twenty -
five of the poorest universal primary education is now in sight.
School enrolments and school enrolment ratios rose steadily up to
1970.
2. Most' education systems already achieve mass participation in
educational opportunities.
3. These efforts have been sufficient to provide education for about
three quarters of the children in developing countries Even in the
twenty-nine poorest countries the first level participation rate averages
66 per cent. and in middle income countries it is about g,S...cier cent.
4. The poorest countries have commendably stressed primary educa-
tion .

5. . and have been efficient enough to hold down education expen-
diture per student: as an inevitable consequence of these wise policies
the gap between the poorest and the richest avhe secondary and
tertiary levels and in expenditure per student has natu v increased.
6. There has beEn a great ads ance in world literacy de We rapid . .

7. population increase the adult literacy rate has gone up fronf41
per cent to 50 per cent in the P760s and all the evidence Js that there
will be a further strong advance in the present decade.

By what alchemy is this basically cheerful picture turned into a
message of doom? The working paper 'dresses up' the statistics in a
number of ingenious ways. First, hi%ing divided countries into Income
groups, it then subdivides the group of poore,A.t countries Into a group
of four large Asian countries (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Indonesia) and twentytfive others. If the enrolment data for the 'big
four' in Asia were amalgamated with that of the twenty-five it would
con;pletely change the statements that could be made about w
goet on. in the poorest countries, what they can afford in ter of
primary schooling, and so on. Indeed to my mind some of the most
striking figures in the whole paper are those showing that these four
very poor, but very populous, countries raised their first level scholl
enrolment ratios from 43 in 1960 to 71 in 1970. If the Bank's figures
are corm:$-1, then these four countries whiCh contain almost half the
population of the non-Communist Third World were achieving the
crucial breakthrough in primary enrolment ratios whichvery probably
have taken them beyond the point of no return pn the road to a
fully schooled population. This rise in primary enrolment rates was
achieved in the face of rapid population growth and occurred at a
time when, so we are supposed to believe, developing countrieswere
pursuing the vtrong development strategy and were neglecting equity
considerations! . ,

ti
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Second, the Bank only succeeds in making enrolments appear
---depteiiiiigiy low (See proposition no. 3 above) by excluding over-age
children. But can this be justified in the case of countries which
cannot enforce a single age of entry? It would mean that a child who 41
entered a six-grade pritnary course two years 'late' would only be
counted in the enrolment ratio calculatiortfot row: of the' six Years he
was at school: so the real coverage of the system :would be grossly
understated. The exclusion of over-age cldren from the statistics'is
objectionable not only on the grounds that it is Inore misleading than
to include them, but also because it somehow seems to cast doubt on
the validity of over-age learning..'This is directly contrary to thespirit
of the Faure Repert;s recommendations and indeed of' the Bank's own
thinking on basic educttionin this paper. For on page 31 of the paper*
the Bank advocates later entry to p4wary school; it is.surely incort:;
sistent therefore to saythat late affronts should not becounted whe
calculating enithnent ratios. The same type of inconsistency a
thought, by the way, is evident in relation to wastage. The working
paper uses figures of suicessful compretep of primary education as an
index of 'efficiency' (iex 6) at the same time as it criticizes a situa-
tion where 'those tvho do not leave with proper certificates at the exit
levels are considered failures' (p. 39).

Third, the handling of the illiteracy figures is surely rather un-
scAipurous. In the case of adult literacy it raust;be obvious that
with population growth so high, the important figure is the proportion
of illiterates, not the absolute number. If the literacy rate continues to
improve and primary school enrolment ratios keep up, .,then it is

itonly
a matter of time before the absolute number of illiterates itself

iltrops. Presumably the865 million illiterates projected for 1985 would
reflect ,a rise in-the literacy, rate from 50 per cent in' 1970 to something
like or 65 per cent in that year. What exactly does Mr McNamara
mean when he sug,gestS in his foreword to the working paper that this is
a 'disturbing phenomenon' which 'threatens development itself'?

Fourth, the Bank raises the old cry of `gap widening' to sustain itS
plea for concerri But the particular context in which the Bank raises
the gip issue :econdary and tertiary enrolment. rates does not
help its case at quite the reverse. At the level with which the Bank

its most ebncerned in.this paper primary schooling and literacy -the -

gap in participation rates between rich and po o r countries is narrowing.
It musfitideed, by definition, na there is any rise in the enrolment
or literacy rates whatever in the countries, since the rich countries
had already achieved the maximum possible 'rate 100 per cent
by 1960.

Afsecondary and higher levels the gap In enrolment rates between
rich and poor may in any-case temporarily widen, even if countries
do nottolloig the priorities suggested by the Bank, because the rate has

.27,.
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stilling; riSi1ig strongly in the ncher countries in the 1960s. All their
current expansion of edlicatipnal coverage (participation rates) is
naturally at post-primary lerrels. But there is no real cause for concern
because the widening of the gap, certainly at secondary level. is bound
to be temporary; with. 80 per cent now enrolled in rich countries at

,secondary level, it is inevitable that the secondary geap too must be
narrow, if not in the 1970s, then surely irf the 1980s or 1990s. Already
one can see from Table 1 a strong acceleration in secondary participa-
tion rates in the middle-incomecountries.

.
Since gap widening at secondary and tertiary levels would be "fully

consistent with and indeed the direct result of policies advocated
by the Bank of concentrating expansion on the basic levels. it is hard
to see why 'this issue of gaps is giveu,suchan airing in the present con-
text. And the same applies to expenditure per student: in one breath
the Bank urges developing countries to reduce cost penstudent in the
name of efficiency, and in the next complains thata constant (or in real
terms declining) outlay per student in poor countries is widening the

and the rich.gap between them
It is hard to avoid the conclusion therefore that the Bank has

deliberately underrated the achievements of developing countries.
This is hardly surprising for the raison d'être of an international aid
agen" to win international recognition of the scale of the need in
poor countries and to elicit a response to that need. Yet it is only fair
to look beyond the undoubted self- interest involved to some substantial' causes for concern on the part of the Bank. In recent years the Bank

Alias expressed anxiety about the plight of the poorest countries and of
the poorest population groups in all countries. As we have noted the
evidence' concerning middle-income countries and middle-income
groups in poor countries is that the first-level enrolment rate ii_
approaching universality. But the poor residue of countries and popu-
lation groups within countries undoubtedly does persist. Many of the
poorest coulittriesare either so small as to be hardly viable, or else are
very sparsely populated in relation to their size. Thi? laYt factor is ex-
tremely important in relatipn to education enrolritnt rates: a closer
analysis- might well reveal that enrolment rates et *ire closely
correlated with population density than with incomel'i-

ar
r -

Moreover, ;yen if thp picture of the past with whirl we have been
presented is misleading, one has to consider Whether r cent trends or
the inesent situation itself colitain the seeds of future deterioration.
There was a slowdown in the pace of expansion during the 1960s,
and on the basis of past experience nesco forecasts that the Pise in
enrolment rates ray grind to a virt ' I halt by the end of this century.
One majorkonsideration is the effect that the rise in oil prices may
have on-the economies of many of the poorest countries. In 'this
regaid however it should be noted that Nigeria is much the largest

. I,
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of the twenty-five poorest countries (excluding the four big Asian
ones) listed in Table 1*, accounting for at least one-third of their com-
bined populations; and Nigeria not only has oil but has announced
universal' primary education for the near future. Reflecting the Nigerian
expenence and also because of a rapid or imminent nse in enrolment
af44Rther big countries (Tanzania, Sudan, Ethiopia) in the ome
category it seems probable that by, 1980 the primary enrolmenrper-
formance of the poorest twenty -five taken as a group will be much bet-
ter than in 1970, even though this will be an average concealing a great
uneveness in performance by individual countries. But clearly the
determining factor in the over-all performance of developing countries
is going to be the enrolment trend in the-heavily populated Asian
countries, and whether the rise in the participation rate can be main-
tained. Naturally the pace of improvement will slow down because one
cannot expect the move from 70' per cent to 100 per cent in large
countnes like India will be made at the same rate as the transition from
40,to 70 per cent. The last 30 per cent in any population to enrol
tends to include those living in remote areas andscattered settlements,
people Whose life-style must change if children's services are withdrawn
from the family, the lower ability groups, the sick and disabled, various
kinds of minonties to whom the -cultut'e purveyed in the school is
repugnant. It is extremely expensive and administratively time-
consuming to make provision for these people.

All in all then one must conclude that although the World's Bank's
assessment would' appear - from its own figures somewhat too
gloomy, it is going to require a very considerable effortiover a long
period to attain universal education in Titter and sparsely populated
countries.

If space allowed, I would wish to look more closely at other parts of
the Bank's analysts of current educational problems in developing
countries and' in particular at its endorsement of two currently
fashionable criticisms. First, the working paper alleges that 'the failure
of the (education)systems to respond to countries' needs i s accentuated
by the fact that educational institutions have been borrowed from
dveeltiped cotintries and have not acquired an indigenous character'
(p. 20). Whatfdtes such a statement wluglrIvould appear to aptIty
equally to the civil service, monthly salaries and pensions, matches,
high-yield rice,' trades unions, the combustion engine, factories,
christianity, bicycles, the presidency, and football usefully tell us?
After how many centuries shall we !Re permitted to regard village
primary 'schools which are attended by indigenous pupils, patronised

*The list, established by the World Bank, is based on per capita GNP, and is not
the same as the list of the twenty-five least-developed countries established by the
United Nations arld based on a combination of indicators. See Prospects,
Quarterly Review of Education 'Paris: Unescd. Vol. V, No. 1,1975, p. 46 et seq.
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by indigenous parents, staffed by indigenous teachers and quite fre-
quently teaching in indigenous languages - as part of the fabric of local
society and culture? Hardly more specific is the other oft-repeated
Criticism that education is 'dysfuntional for most types of employment
with "most st-- en ts"-feeling a strong 5ehse of failure together with an
alienatio their original enCironment' (p. 21). If this were really
true it is difficult ti3 see how economic-and sogal systems let atone
eatcational systems could possibly surviAP. This leads one to
reflect on the :rather sad fact that identification of problems tends

in general:ill:It-jest in this working paper - to claim more attention
than understhfiding of adjustment 'mechanisms. Forecasts of i mrtiinent
'collapse or disruptive action by alienated school-leavers hit the head-
lines,, but should we not stop to reflect more often that school leavers
do adjusfio the adult world; they do find occupations, if not paid jobs;
there are not ten thousand graduates and a hundred thousand school
leavers demonstrating daily outside the parliament buildings. On this
specific poirtt, hopefully, the 'cohort analysis' approabb, tcluplanning
which the Bank wishes to, develop (p. 44)-will be useful in, increasing
our understand* of adjustment processes. More generally, however,
one 'might wish to see someone write a book Called 'How the World
coped with the Wiirld Educationakcrisis'. It is after all eight years

_:- since Philip Coombs produced his iaueritial studyt for theNilliains-
r, burg Confererote; and the patient is still breathing. What happened ?'

Did the patient take Coombs's medicine? Did he reveal previously
unanalysed recuperative powers? Was the diagnosis incomplete?,.
Policies
The policy options partof the working paper dispersed though his
under five headings is useful in setting out alternative. policy
approaches. In this particulaf respect, the sector working paper
represents a step forward from the Faure Report* which, for all
its breadth of vision and en neiation of excellent principles, perhaps
did not concentrate enoughon the concrete forms that implementation
might take.
- One does not have td accept every p olity tilegiCited or c onclitsion
reached in order to profit from reading the policy notions of thi paper.
Many people will find useful the outlining of alternative poltWoptions
and alternative theories underlining them,, the discussion of the,
advantages of different courses of action, the challenge to traditional
forms or brganizatiOn and ways of thought. We have here _a valuable

?Coombs, Philip H., The World Educational Crisis: A Systems Analysis. London:
Oxford University Press, 1968.
*Faure, E. et al., Learning 16 Be. Report of the International Commission on the -1
Development of Education. Paris: Unesco, 1972.
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agenda for further exploration of the issues in international educational
development.

Admittedly, the agenda has its limitations. It is a banker's and not an
educator's agenda. We don't tneet many teachers, pupils or classrooms
in this report. There is not a great deal in it about curricular content or

- method; but a great deal about efficiency, inputs and outputs. Some of
the suggestions educators might well consider sound, like the need to
spend a higher percentage of the education budget on books and
materials. But other parts many would think naive, such as the advo-
cacy of larger class sizes without specifying what kind of educational,
experience learners are to have; we all know that a lecture is audible
by more than forty pupils but hOw many can be supervized, doing
pr 'cal work at one time by one teacher? There is throughout a
ten ricy to regard education primarily as an instrument to provide .

skil needed by the economy; and to regard efficiency as being
syn nymous with lower financial outlays per pupil. the principle
enunciated at the beginning of the working 'paper that the. social
dimensions a development are as important as the econorals, is in
fact gives little practical expression in the discussion of the content
and style of education.

With these general reservations, and a number of more specific 5hes
it is only fair to acknowledge that there is a great deal that is useful in
the sections on skills, equity, efficiency and planning. The emphasis on
improved nutrition of expectant mothers and of young children, and
the well balanced observations on the use of mass media are cases in
point. It seems extraordinary, howl ver, that the equity section has no
real discussion of distributional problems on the supply side, such as
how to get good teachers into remote areas and how to organize
satisfactory prtAlon at reasonable cost for scattered populations.

The discussion of mass participation however, gives grounds' for
the greatest misgiving. Why so, when the Bank is merely making
-explicit the wisdom which is coming from all sides Unesco, Unicef,,
the International Council for- Educational Development (icED),'
aid agencies and development institutes? First because, as already
indicated, this working paper des not produce convincing evidence
that Mass parficipationin the sense ofenro t fonnItliatools is
not being grailiPally achieved. Second, beca although tfie phrase
`mass participation' is tieing used in this working paper, what is really
indicated is 'mass exposure'. Participation isan active conceit; ex-
posure is a passive one. What the \1orld Bank is really suggesting is
that we should extend to as many people as possible what (we believe)
is good for them, or what the economy and society need. This is evident
in the President of the Bank's introduction where he says that 'skills
should be developed selectively in response to specific and urgent needs,
by training the right people for the right jobs' (p. ii) and still more
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definitely in the advocacy of basic education whose 'objectives and

content . . . are functionally definedin terms of "minimum learning

needs" of especially identified groups' (p. 30). But identified by whom

is the question. And later 'the "delivery system" of basic education

will take different forms in different countries (re-structured primary

schools, non-formal progrartunes or various combinations of the two)

adapted to different Clienteles and to constraints upon resources. The

costs will play a predominant tole in the choice of educational tech-'

nologies of basic education programmes' (p. 30). Again who will

adapt and who will choose? Is the whole approach to needs and rele-

vance a truly democratic one, or is it paternalisticwithmuch more con-

cern about prescribed 'minimum learning needs' than autonomously

identified 'maximum learning opportunities' ?

The same strand of thought appears to run through much of the

discussion about co-ordinated rural development, with its 'coherent

strategy for rural education', 'total education delivery systems' and the

like. Up to a point, what is being suggested is only common sense

eliminate duplication and strive for co-operation between the different

branches of government. But the idea of a comprehensive package

meeting all-the needs of an area or of groups of individuals is frighten-

ing, implying as it does an omniscience and organizational sophistica-

tion which is difficult to achieve. More importation overlooks the fact

that the best and most economical integrator is the individual himself,

who might well prefer to select from the shop shelves what he wants,

rather than .have a pre-packed Christmas hamper. Why should he have

to buy turkey, mince pies, and Christmas crackers, if all he wants is

plum pudding? Is our model of development to be based on pre-

scription by central planners or cho ice by learners ?

Third, this leads on to the question whether the basic education

programmes proposed by the Bank for thelow-income countrieswould

be acceptable. Three of the main features are likely to be downright

unpopular. These are (i) some will get formal primary schooling, but

others 'parallel programmes'; (ii) age of entry and length of study

should be reconsidered, both for primary schools and-other parallel

schemes a later start for a orter course of study is seen as a way to

reduce costs irtiter to b aden participation in education; and (iii)

new and dive progr es ate deigned to take into accouhithe

terminal character of low levels of education for the large majority"

of the participants' (p. 31). e Bank foresees that patents will object

that this is to create a dual systempvith a standard primary school

providing access to higher level's of frmal education and a second rate

parallel structure which is terminal : they will say that it offends against

equality Of opportunity and threatens educational quality. `These views

are based, however, on an assumpticiii that conventional primary

schooling can accommodate all children within a reasonable time.
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This assurhption is unrealistic for low-income countnes; (p. 31).
The implicit suggestion is that 'these views' ire based on:a mis-

calculation and will be changed when the mathematics of the situation
is explained to parents. The theory seems to be that parents may be
persuaded to accept the built-in discnmination and unfairness Of
dualistic system if it is pointed out to them, with impeccable logic, that
not everyone can be pm ileged. Moreover the Bank hi ntshta,t parental
fears over equality of educational opportunity under a dualistic system
are misplaced since `adequate methods and criteria of Selection can be
designed which preserve the chances for selective educational promo-

- --tion of children and youths receiving non-formal education in propor-
tions not too different from those in the formal pnmary cycle' (p. 34).
This is a far-reaching claim and since the Bank does not divulge the
formula it has in mind one is entitled to remain highly sceptical. _-

Scepticism may also be an appropnate reaction to the Bank's alterna-
tive proposal that more children should be accommodated in the early
primary grades-by introducing a grade 4-selective examination into a
six-year primary cycle (p. 34).

The bitterness of Africans in Kenya when the Beecher Committee
introduced precisely this reform in 1949 and the alarm felt by Ethiop-
ian parents at the Sector Review Committee proposals, suggest that
these changes can only be imposed (as was indeed done by the colonial
government in Kenya). What is in question here is not the Bank's
matlimatics, nor its logic; nor yet its intentioinyor one must accept
that the suggestions are designed to produce a fairer distribution of
educational resourzes. The point is that rational solutions to educa-
tional problems must be more than purely technical and mathematical
constructs, as the Bank itself half recognizes when it says, 'Designing
politically feasible alternatives and preparing technical solutions
which avoid political tensions are formidable challenges for_educa-
tional planners' (p. 43). They can say that again!

Fourthly and lastly. one needs to put some questions abotAhe basic
education proposals. How can a later entry age be squared with the
need asserted by educational psychologists for children to rexive
educational help and encouragetnent from the very earliest years ? Row
do we reconcile it with equality, for experience suggests that the 'well-
to-an' will simply increase their advantage imprivate 'nursery schools
Or playgroups if the age of entry to formal scami is raised ? Are shorter
courses really compatible with mastery and retention by the learner?
D9 we have good evidence that non-formal education is really cheaper
than the rock-bottom costs of primary school in many poor countnes
will not some of the proposals for diversified programmes of a terminal
nature raise costs quite considerably? Can learning groups of an
economic size be organized especially in rural areas, if real account is
to be taken of multiple roles in the community, or will it be necessary to
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se rye up a standard package to everybody, as in the formal school
system?

One wonders indeed whether thifreoncentration on basic education
as-the central issue mayn.otiepresent a piece of macsive mistiming.
Given the Bank's current priorities it is ironical that in`the 1940 when;
as the statistics the developing countries were making /A massive

,` effort in education, there was a distinct lack of sympathy from
the nk for what they were doing at the first level. It would be a pity

in the 1970s and 1980s the World Bank were deliberately to choose
for itself the role of unsympathetic critic of the efforts of developing

. countries to achieve mass lower secondary education. For I would
argue that in many developing countries access to some secondary-

'schooling is going to be the key_ educational issue for the majority of the
population= though not perhaps for the very poorest. This is aperfectly
natural extension and development of past trends and there are strong
grounds for supporting such a programme. Parents understand only
top well a basic point that does not always seem to be sufficiently
grasped elsewhere : which is that six of seven years education will leave
their children high And dry at the age or twelve or thirteen, physically
and emotionally immature and without the stamina to fulfil adult jobs
and roles. The fifteen-year-old can survive in the adult world in a way
that the thirteen-year-old generally cannot. This is, of course, the
thought behind President Nyerere's proposal in Education for Self-
Reliance* taken up again in this paper by the Bank*a that primary
school should start at age seven or later. Such a move would only be
acceptable if it could be shown that the over-all learning potential of
children would-not suffer through a late school start, that later gradua-
tion of those who continued through secondary and Meier education
did not unduly matter, and that it would not put poorer children at a
grave disadvantage vis-a-vis ones from more prosperous families.

. Quite apart from This, it is possible that a widely available junior
secondary stage may help the primary school to improve quality in a,
number of ways. The literacy acquirein the primary school needs to
be consolidated if it is to last ; better educated teachers for primary may
be produced through this route; and if the first major competitive
examination can be deferred from grade 4 to grade 9, this giCes at
least4clance ofliberatipg the cukriculum of the primary school from
exairunaion pressures. It seems to me therefOre tha(as well as being
inevitable this trend hasmany positive features. -

However, one can already see clearly the potential lines of criticism
coming from two opposite directions. On the one hand expansion of
lower secondary education will be attacked as elitist and inegali-
tarian so long as some citizens do not have ptimary education. The
*Nyerere,Julius. education for Self- Reliance. Dar es Salaam, Tanzania: Govern-
ment Printer, 1976, pp. 14 and 24.
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strength of this argument depends partly on the intensity of interest in
schooling of those not yet enrolled and how easily andsheaply they
can be reached; for as my colleague Hugh Hawes has remarked, thereis a li mit biyond which it makes no further sense to pursue Tuaregs intothe desert in the quest for equity.* On the other side it will be said thatlower secondary education is wasteful because it does not produce
specific skills needed for economic development. The Bank does indeedsee that `the development of secondary and post-secondary levels ofeducation will take a more central place in the education strategies ofthe middle - and higAer-income countries' (p. 48), but it goes on
immediately to interpret this as meaning that 'where first-level educa-
tion is already widely available, the development of skills to meet theneeds of increasingly sophisticated economies will have priority'. Itseems to me more than doubtful whether this last observation accura-tely represents the forces at work in most societies and the kind ofeducation for twelve-to fifteen-year-olds that can or will in fact be
provided. But lwwever that may be, l would like to enter a Strongplea that the same kind of interest, research and experimental effortas seems likely to be lavished on basic education should in fact bedevoted to the problems ofdevising acceptable and appropriate modesand contents of lower secondary education anclthat the same kind of
tangible support should be available for its expansion.

The Bank's Lending Programme
Finally - yet inevitably leaving many stones unturned we come tothe problem of what the Bank itself can do to further_its aims, in par-ticular, the basic education programme_ On the face of it, thereare fewmore unlikely fields for a bank - and an external bank at that - toassist, than primary-level education, This would be true of any external
bank, because the main costs, in the first-level education are recurrent
local costs, whereas banks like to finance impo d capital goods,'Itwill be all the more difficult for the World Bank wh se procedures are
much more suitable for the easily supervised bigpr ect than for a hostof-smaller dispersed ones. The scale of some of the ally,based non-formal programmes that might be envisaged is too small to Warrant thecost of normal Bank supervision procedures. Much more flexibilitywill be required as the Bank apparently recognizes(p. andit evenCI-holds out thepossibilityil:paying operating costs of experimental and

------teaehertrainfrinifojects.
In this connection, it is quite difficult to understand the Banks.optimism about its lending for primary and basic education in future.The intention is to push up lending in this sector from 11 per cent in1972-74 to 27 per cent over the period 1974-78. The main off-setting

See beiciir, Report of Proceedings, p. 85. r
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decline will,be in higher education lending fror4.41 per cerit of the total
cmer the period 1972-74 to only 30 per cent in the next period. (Inciden-
tally, it is nowhere explained why, given the new policy, higher
education's share of the lending rose from 23-per cent in 1963-71 to
41 per cent in 1972-74 see table 8 of the paper, p. 51.) The questions
immediately arise what forms can the assistance to basic and primary
education take ? Secondly, can countries be found to absorb it ?

As for the first question, it would appear that only by, counting, say,
primary teacher training colleges and book production schemes as
`primary education' could the target be met. Table 8 of the paper shows
that over the period, 1974-78 54 per cent of all expenditure will be
construction and 37 per cent equipment and furniture. It is difficult to
imagine how low-level institutions operating in the area of priiiiarY edu-
cation could absorb \ery much of this type of input. The largest
increases by curricula. however, are in agricultureand health, suggest-
ing that building and equipment for basic training institutions could
figure qui tQlargely.

Then there is the question of finding countries to abs'orb the primary/
basic education alrocation. The Bank's educational lendingin 1974
was divided between Bank high-interest loans and IDA low-interest
credits in the ratio 134 19 the poorest countries (Group 1 In Table 1)
tend to receive the credits. This was not, of course, what the Bank
intended, but was mainly due to shortage of IDA funds. So, on the -
supply side. there is an(obvious potential constraint. On the demand

7 side, a close look at the lending over the period 1972-74 suggests that
very few of the poorest countries took loans for primary, or basic
non-formal,' education. In fact, of all the projects in the period
197244, I could identify, only 'thirteen projects which were indis-
putably of,this type. Nine of these were to middle-income countries
and only four (Indonesia, Talizania. Upper Volta, Ethiopia) to very
poor countries (Annex 5, p.69).

Which leads on to a final question. How is it that the Bank reconcaeo
the precision of its lending intentions with the sovereignty of thii
recipients ? jlas the -Bank in fact-decided in advance what they will
want ? It iSrliaps significant that the Bank does not mention possible
lack of interest in Bank priorities among four possible factors tending
to limit its ability to carry out its proposals (p. 60). It may well prove
right, nt by taking its stand on the line that The World Bank stands
rea4 -to help-those tountritilwhich Td251-and do not like all illey see'
(p. 11)-it rubs a grave risk of 'buying' conversions to ijs new thinking.
The self-reliant who are making progress, who believe in their ovn
approach and want help in expanding and improving their existing
provision may qualify less readily for help. One is reminded of Shaw's
play Major Barbara, and of how Snobby Price 'elrned' his keep at the
Salati on Army Hostel
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RUNLIAN': Who saved pill, Mr Price? Was it Major Barbara?

PRICE: No: I corn here on my own, I'm going to be Bronterre O'Brien
Price the converted painter. I know wot they like, I'll tell em how I
blasphemed and gambled and wopped my poor old mother .

RUMMY (shocked): Used you to beat your mother?
PRICE:* lit likely. She used to beat me. No matter: you come and listen
to the conveyed painter, and you'd hear how she was a pious woman that
taught me me-prayers at er knee, an bow I used to come home drunk and
drag her out o bed beer snow white an lam into er with the poker.*

For aiddoncrrs to specify a change of,heart as 4.,co_ or support is
a course fraught with danger bot4 for thentse0e as e recipients -
Snobby Price, be it -noted, was "serious trdirble at home when his
mother heard about his confession. . ' I

Tame alone will tell. But already I believe I can hear the colunp of
pilgnms practising their confessions as they makeqiieir way up the
mountain, and nervously asking each,other whether the definition of
sin will still be the same when, they reach the summit,of Mount

Q.ropus.

Sh1%. Bernard. Major Barbara. Penguin Plays edition- HarmoncSworth,
England: Penguin Books. 1974. p 77 (Acknowledgment: The Society of
iwthols on behalf of the Bernard Shaw Estate.)
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Reflections on the 1974 Education
Sector Working Paper

John Oxenham

The World Bank's diagnosis of the state of schools and other educa-
tional institutions in the developing countries is comprehensive,
confirms and ih places clarifies what is known: every component
needstobe upgraded, reshiped or replaced. One might have wished for
a fuller delineation of the relationships between different kinds of
institutions and tile economic and political structures of a state, but
perhaps an unacceptable *vet of speculation would have been in-
volved. Her, l would like to take up a few points. -

The paper is to be welcomed o/P several counts. First among them
is the emphasis on basic and priinarN education for all, through or
independently of, the school, coupled with the willingness to shift
the Bank's mangy where its mouth is. Whatever the reasons in terms of
human rights or human capital, they are reinforced by one of the
natural ironies of the interplay between school systems and labour
markets. The irony may be stated in the form of two. hypotheses. One:
'where schools and universities turniout graduates at several levels each
denoting substankal differences in investment, quality and potentNr
productivity, concern about supplies of graduatei surplus to demand
in the salaried sector will tend to focus on the highest level of surplus
graduate. Two : the intensity of concern at any given level is inversely
proportional to the increase of the strtpluss Where primary school and
'secondary school graduates both find it fiZt1 to get the jobs the v., ant,

erfficial attention will focus on the latter, even though the former may
be increasing at double or treble the latter's rate. Ili ha extreme
case, e.g. Indonesia, when higher deirkgraduates appear in as great
difficulties as primary school graduates, the latter may even be
declassified as 'educated unemployed'. Spreading the school in effect
undermines the status-it confers, deprives the schooled of eligibility to
be treated as a special group, lowers their hopes' and expectations of
immediate jobs, makes thent more willing to accept previously
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unattractive posSibilities, and relieves the pressures on the ruling and ,.
administrative groups 'An acceptance of these hypotheses would
predicate a policy of multiplying as speedily as possible the graduates ,
of a lower level until saturation vas reached; and then proceeding
equally rapidly with the next_level up. That such extreme Mang siss
not behind the paper's proposals, however, is shown by its ontinuing
cornmitmeni.16 spr.eading the school on three levels at o , albeit in
a more even-handed fashion. Nevertheless, since the unit costs differ
so considerably between-levels and types of schooling, the Bank's
decision to increase by some 250 per cent its proportional allocation
to primary and basic education (p. 51) should help first to generate
striking growth in participation in such programmes; and, second, so
to overshadow numbers in the secondary and tertiary levels, as to
bring about a decline in status-, expectations and so (fn.',

.At the same time. the paper is not content that universal education
should be assumed to be attainable through the sole medium of the
primary school. That institution will continue for those with already
high primary enrolments. But, for those notiso far entrenched and
v. orkinguncier severe financial constraints, a diversity of institutions is
envisaged. The paper goes so far asso suggest. in the more extreme. cases, 'a substitute for non-existent pfi'mary-sthools' (p. 52, my italics).

Substitution is feasible only where the proposed substitute fulfils
satisfactorily at least the major purposes of what is already used or x
desired. The purposes of the primary school, as the paper acknow-/ lOges., are not merely those assigned by,the government or by the

<,, ichoel-teachers. They include those assignedy the families who put
dfildren in scnool. The paper sees (p. 21) that there is a dissonance

e purposes of the larger government and those of the
Pu truffles. Both parties do indeed perceive the school as a meth:

kinisni"for modernization But, whereas the one insists --sand exhorts
that modernization is worthwhile and necessary not merelyfor instant

, life with good wages and secured salahes, but also and in&re so, for
varieties of self-eritployment; the other wsists in behaving as-though
modernization is worthythtle only if it rnmemizes the hope of a modern
life; and, further, as though any item, which might hinder such maxi-
mization. must be excised from the process of modernization in the
schooh;The latter's view seems so far to haw wailed unwaveringly
over the former's. The centu,ry-old list of a pts to-make school
`relevant to the needs' either of themajorities of students orof the corn-

' muinties Wthence Zam'C'ri long and of almost unrellec'ed caprcs-
,- ion. Fresh essays, in Peru, 14ganda, Indonesia, Tanzania, the Philip-

,bpi nes, Sri Lanka have. so far is I know, not yet been evaluated and their
*This_ ot'cleny that simultaneously anxiety to get into the next lesel of
cduca n intensifies. so that demand grows and places the ruling groups under a
different form of pr sure - to which they have generally been able to capitulate
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effects fully explained. In other words, up to now the primary school
had been able to meet the requirements of the modern sector only, i.e.
select those proportions which can proceed for more schooling and
gig e a basic academic credential for the lowestlp try points ocage and
salary employment. It has not been able to prtpare people for non-
modern lees

The paper seeks for the primary school a substitute or supplement
which can do not merel} what the school does, but which can also
succeed where the school has failed. It grants, thcirefore, that any sub-?, --;N'

stitute must be fully competitive with the school in providing access to
more schooling and basic equipment to tnter the quest for modern
Jogs. 'AT.eq uate methods and criteria of selection Can beclesigried which
preserve the chances for selective educational promotion of children
and y ou ths recen ng non-formal basic education in proportions not too
different from those` in the formal primary circle', is the confident
challenge the paper throws in the teeth of history (p. 32). Why such
a simple matter could not have been settled earlier and enable,d the
school to be 'relevant', is not a question the paper di*busses.
' More importantly, while it explicitly admits-14 crucial role of
selectiv.e mechanisms, the paper omits, them altogether in listing the
components of a many-sided effort in basic/primary edikation (pp.
52-54) How shall it be decided which graduates from which compet-
ing, differently organized forms of education with different content
shall gam entryto higher forms? How shall employers, who presently
use academic performance`as their prime touchstone of the quality of
the human capital on offer, be providedwith superior alternatives?

A roeent, study in the Sudan by Efikas Sanyal showed that, of
fifty one employing organizations = most of-them in the public sector
37-5 per cent said that acadeMic performance (at the university
level, it is to be noted) corresponded highly with job performance,
50.98 per cent said the correspondence was only moderate, and
most of the remainder, a tiny minority, said there was no corres-
pondence at all. If the Sudanese employers are representative of
employers around the world, the alternatives fb academic perform-
ance will need to be plausible indeed which requirement surely
demands an explicit and perhaps massive commitment of research,
expenmental and development effort in .methods of assessment,

'grading and credentialling. Why does the paper acknowledge the
need(p.,32) and yet not provide for it?

While the. need for a competstsve substitutkor supplement to the

school is clear in perhaps most countnesor communities, there are of

course a few areas where the substitute need not be competitive. There
fe communities, who may or may not have primary schools, but who

*Sanyal, B C and El Sammani, A. V. HigherwrIlu/otton and Employment in the

L,-Stidett pans Imemational Institute of Educaltonal Planning, 1975.
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_do not want them and cr..) not send their children to them. If planners
propose incorporating such people irt the modern world in a limit d'
way, it may well be ible to devise an instructional unit, deriv d
from he content 'W specific social and economii develop ent
plans, on the one hand, and from the life patterns of the co nity,

04 on the other, to serve the entire age-range of the particular co unity.
But it is only in such a circumstance that objective (a) on page 2 and
the first paragraph'on page 53 can be squared.
'Althdiigh anon- competitive substitute for the prry school might

'be feasible in areas of low dema.4. for schools, in ar of high demand
and inadequate supply it woul piably be workable only either at
a greater cost or at a greatly lesser effectiveness than the primary school
itself. Even though such an in itution might preient itself as a custo-
,,dial. holding centre, will,irtg to care for a.child construdtively untiLa
primary school place become available the problems of acquirin
trained staff, an adequate affing ratio, attraitiVe equipment to
stimulatelearning, would ma e than likely rule it out of court.

In any case, where dema d is high, a 4applemenr; competitive or-
non - competitive, would att ct mainly thiAe who had eitherrOpped
out of the primary scho who were fokorrhe reason disbarred from
it. Its likely success i helping its learners achieve their objectives, -

would need to be carefully estunated in the light of experience with
evening classes, correspondence courses, polyvalent centres, literacy

%programmes, rural extepsion courses; radio farm forums and other
forms of extended instruction.

In sum, while the paper is right 'to stress the need for basic/primary
education*, it should also give much more emphasis to the needs
for researelt and long -tehn experiments in --substitutes and sup-,.

,plements. .fit might have assisted- its own thinking here if it had
lir categorized Bank spending on 'outlay: not by c.spistruction, equipment

andlechnical assistance 'only, but had inserted a head for research and
experiment as well)' Particularly should it .attend to the issues of,
sorting,. grading and selecting, credentialling, and their effects on
motivation and demand.

The paperaccepts the three -tier structure (a nd therefore grading and
selection) as a permanent feature of schooling. It'S authority for
this stance is the judgmenW_Bands Staff Working Paper No. 169:
`In generalot can be/Statedt, thin is no conclusive evidence that
shows one type of training to be superior to others in termsof a
cost-effectiveness crimson'. If would be fairer 'to say that this con-

d elusion, drawn as it is from a small -body of unsatisfactory literature,
is only the plausible operational assumptiN on which is based
continued support fokvocational secondary and terti licational ,

institutions; for the Education Sector Workitft s under-
take td keep the matter open for investigaun (p. 55). Nevertheless,
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the paper does not explore a related issue, possibly more vital to
ifs own objectives. Whether or not school education is as epst-
effective as other forms of occupational training, the upper levels of
school affect the lower in a way in which no form of out-of-school
occupational training does. Quite simply, they make the chief opera:
tional purpose of the lower level entry to the upper, and narrow
curricula and activities accordingly. If, to increase productivity
and opportunities is to be the objet of lower-level_schooling, the.
curriculum should be sighted accordingly on productive opportunities
beyond the school, and not distracted by the mechanisms which offer
selectOn to more schooling and even more golden, opportunities.
Hence, the point the paper should provide for is less com
of cost-effectiveness and more elueidation of indeliberate dekten
effects on other levels of education.

It is apposite, in connection with research and experiment, to
touch on technical assistance; for these two areas are heavily influen-
ced, if not dominated by expatriates, either working in a host country
or training its nationals elsewhere. Indeed, among the ironies of educa-
tion in developing countries is the contrast between the articulate
depreciation of iolevant school systems imposed or imported from
outside and therominence in current educational research and,in-
novation of ;yen more outsiders. Two connections might even be-hYpp-
thesized : the larger the presence of outsiders, the larger the volume of
effort at reform or innovation; the more numerous the innovations
engineered by outsiders, the lower the rate of permanent adoption.
The connections might well be the outcome of the long- standing rule
Iltat, where technical assistance is offered In the form of an adviser/
consultant/trainer, the body chosen must not be a national of the host
country. In an almost glancing phrase, the paper goes promise of
breaching this custom and.perhaps of opening a more fruitful` phase
of technical assistance: local experts will be utilized where possible
tp 54j:

The phrase oc the context of secondary activities. One would
hope that its in tretches to research and experiment. No one
'would 'expect su en revolution in insights, syntheses or action.
Nevertheless, by expanding the opportffnities an4 incentives for local
persons systematically to explore how varieties of needs and drives
might be benefited by educational institutions, the paper may assist
the roots of reform to take a more substantial and enduring-hold.
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The Rediscovery of Poverty: A Review
of Aid Policies in Education

James R. Sheffield

The publication of its Education Sector Working Paper by the World
Bank in December 1974 marked,the culmination of a series of pblicy
reviews by donor agencies of their programmes in education.' Perhaps
the best known was the report of theprestigious Faure Commission,
Learning to Be, done for Unesco, but the so-called `, Bellagio Con-
ferences' on education were perhaps more influential as they in-

- volved all of the major Western donor agencies, both public and
private.2 A study commissionea by the Bellagio Consortium on the
subject of basic education was completed just after the World Bank
Education Sector Working Paper and reinforced the commitment
towards basic education on the part of the donor agencies.3 The
World Bank's reassessment of its educational policies was also
considerably influenced by studies conducted for them- and for
Unicef by the International Council for Educational Development
(icED) under the direction of Philip H. Coombs, and should be seen in
relation to the Bank's subsequent Rural Development Sector Policy
Paper.4 us Aid commissioned several studies of non-focmal education
by the African-American Institute and Michigan State University,5
and the International Development Research Centre in Canada com-
missioned an extensive review of education and development by

. Roby Kidd..
Despite the wide, range of purposes and approaches, these and

other Studies shared to a remarkable degree common concerns about
education and development. All of the reports were critical of the
orientation of school systems. around the world towards the urban,
modern sector, despite the fact that the overwhelming majority ,of
people in developing countries live in r4a areas. While noting the
impressive quantitative expansion Of.Xormal school systems, the
reports bemoaned the lack of qualitative improvements in adopting
systems which were inherited or borrowed from industrialized
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countries to their own needs. The rapidly rising costs of education,both do a per-pupil basis and as a proportion of national budgets,
raised serious questions of whether governMents could provide evenminimal educational opportunities for their rural population withinthe foreseeable future.

These symptoms were recognized by some observers by the mid-I 960s, and a conference on education, employment and rural develop-
ment held at Kericno. Kenya in 1966 and a much larger conference onthe 'World Crisis in Education' held at Williamsburg, Virginia in 1967helped focus attention on tie issues.' Although Philip Coombs's booki-- ,,l-v. The World Educational (-risis was a major milestone in calling for areorientation in educational development, President Julius Nyerere'ifamohs policy statement, Education for I Self - Reliance ma) be of
grater significance in the long run as it represents a commitment onthe part of a Third World government to)actually do what the out-

-- miters write abouts , i .
In this paper* I will examine the World Bank's Education SectorWorking Paper within the framework of other recent policy papers ofdonor agencies and of some of the issues it raises. In this exercise Iwill not attempt to summarize the reports but will analyse them with

particular concern for their implications for the rural poor.
As indicate 'above, all of the recent reviews of education anddevelopment ve fpcused heavily on what has come to be known as

the `equity' ssue. Researchers and policy- makers have increasinglybeen concerned that access to educational opportunity is not dis-tributed equitably throughout populations (an these inequalitiesmay be analysed by geographic location, se) ethnic, racial or
religious affiliation or other characteristics). Furthermore, educationmay actually widen existing gaps between rural and urban areas,and between socio-economic groups. Until recently most of theresearch on education and equality was done in the industrializedcountries, but - stimulated in part by the donors - researchers in

developing countries are increasingly turning their attention to theseissues.9

`Education and Social Justice' was a-major section in the published
report of the Bellagio Conferences on Education, and the relationship
between education and social equality was a central focus Of the i-'gious Ito report on Employment, Incomes and Equality in Keny,These reports reflected the new perspectives on the developme
process which replaced the GM' and other aggregate indicators of prO-
gress with concerns for the distribution of resourcesand quality of lifefor the poorest segments of sotieties. Megrim realization that even incountries with rapid economic growth, the lives of roughly half of
'Permission has also been given for this paper to appear in Teachers College"Record, published by Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.
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the population were often virtually unchanged led donor agencies to
seek beater ways of reaching the poorest groups.

This reorientation of development strategy has taken place to some
extent in most donor agencies, but it received its greatest impetus from
the World Bank whose President, R9bert S. McNamara, drew inter-
national attention to the issue in his address to the Governors of the
World Bank Gioup in Nairobi, September 24, 1973.

Disparities in income will simplj, widen unless action is taken which
will directly benefit the poorest. In my view, therefore, there is no viable
alternative to increasing the productivity of small-wale agrjculture if any
significant advance is to be made in solving the problems of absolute
poverty in the rural areas.

r The absolute poor are not merely a tiny minority of unfortunates - a
miscellaneous collection of the losers life - a regrettable but insignificant
exception to the rule. On the contrary, they constitute roughly 40 per cent
of the nearly two billion individuals living in the developing nanons.

Some of the absolute poor are in urban slums, but the vast bulk bf them
are in the rural areas. And it is there - in the countryside that we must
confront their poverty."

The World Bank's Rural Development Sector Policy Paper publisher( i n
February 1975 spells out McNamara's goal in more detail, defining the
absolute poor as those with per capita incomes of S50 or less, plus
others with per capita incomes that are less than one-third of the
national average'. 12

Turning to education, the World Bank was equally outspoken about
the problems stating:

Education systems have been irrelevant [italics mine] to the needs of
developing countries during the last two decades because education
policies were often keeping company with over-all development strategies
which were themselves irrete"vant. Emphasis on the development of the
modern economic sector, providing employment to a small and intensively
trained elite, leads- to the neglect of the 60-80 per cent of the population
living in sectors characterized by traditibnally lower productivity."

The report goes on to discuss five basic issues which shaped the new
policies: (a) the development of functionally relevant skills, integrated
with over-all rural development strategies; (b) mass participation in
education and development through the integrated use of expanded
primary schooling and complementAry non-tot-mai education pro-
grammes; (c) greater equity through equalizing educational oppor-
tunities and linking these to broader social policies; (d) increasing
efficiency by defining objectives more specifically and making
qualitative improvekients to .educe wastage; (e) improving manage-
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ment and planing including changes in the organization and financen
of educational sfstems.

Four premises upon which the World Bank's policies are based
derive from the above issues:
`(a) There should be at least a minimum basic education for all, as
fully and as von as available resburces permit.
(b) Further education and training beyond the basic level should be
provided selectively to improve, both quantitatively and qualitatively,
the knowledge and skills necessary for theperformance of economic,
social and other developmental roles.

(c) A national education system shouldbe,yieWed as a comprehensive
system of learning, embiaci rig formal, nonformal and informal educa-
tion, all working with maximum possible internal and external
efficiency. ,

(d) In the interests of both increased productivity and social equity,
educational opportunities shotild be qualized as fully as possible.14
At first glance these recoMmendatio , and much of the rest of the
report and its companion pieces y other agencies, reflects the
tendency to pontificate grand-designs and oppose sin .. . for example,
premise (c) above seems to urge all things for all men as efficiently as
possible. However, it is important not to miss, the significant shift in
priorities from high-level, secondary education and technical training
for a small elite to 'basic education' for all.
Basic Education: The World Ban) defines basic education as:

. an attempt, despite severe resource constraints, to eet the needs of
substantial portions of the population who do not ha access to even
minimum educatiOnal opportunities. It is a suppleinent, t s rival, to the
formal education system, and is intended to provide a f Tonal, flexible
and }car:cost education for those whom the formal system cannot yet
reach or has already passed by. Although the primary cycle may be its
principal vehicle in many countries, it differs from the conventional
concept of 'universal primary education' in three major respects :

(i) the objectives and content of basic education are functionally defined
in terms of 'minimum learning needs' of especially identified groups, and
not as steps in the educational hierarchy . . .

(ii) the 'target groups' of basic education are not necessarily school-age
children. They may v a r y according to age, and socio - economic character-
istics . . .

(iii) the 'delivery systems' of basic education will lake different forms in
different countries (restructured primary schools,.nonfoFinal programs, or
various combinations of the two) adopted to the needs of different clienteles
and to con taints upon resources." ,

I have quoted from the' Bank's statement at some length because
basic education has become a common goal of many of the donor
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agencies. As a member of the Faure Commission, editor and organiser
of the Bellagio Conferences and programme adviser in education to
The Ford Foundation, F. Champion Ward has been in a strategic
position to observe the recent deliberations. In Ward's view the trend

could be summarized as 'basic education for the rural masses',
whether the forces come 'in tfie_form of Freire's conscientization, of.
the Faure Cominissionlsinsistence on individual fulfilment through
education,,or the voicing of the cause of the unbenefited millions by
the President of theWorld Bank'."

Although the term 'basic education' evoked memories of Gandhi's
plans for India and various policies of Unesco for fundamental
education, mass education, community development and related
efforts, the 1970s version took a somewhat different slant. The issues
received considerable attention at a 'meeting of experts on the basic
cycle of study' held at Unesco in June 1974 in which it was empha-
sized that 'the basic cycle of-education cannot be defined mainly in
terms of duration' but must be determined by the learning needs
required for thaajority.who will not be able to get further schooling
and for the fortunate minority who will, within the context of lifelong
education.." These concepts were further refined at meetings of
Anglophone and Francophone African educators held in Nairobi in
August and October 1974 under the auspices of Unesco and Unicef.
The report, Basic Education in Eastern Africa refers partic.ularly to
the Faure Report, William Plan's paper submitted to the Bellagio
Consortium and the studies of the ICED in defining the concept of
basic education.' 8

Following a meeting of the-Bellagio. agency representatives at
Stirling Forest, New York, in the Spring of 1974, Jinapala Alles of
Unesco and Richard Siaarpe of The Ford Foundation were com-
missioned: `(1) to inventory the several Bellagioagencies' cooperation
with developing countries in basic education; and (2) to analyse and
organise such information for review and discussion by the Bellagio
agencies; keeping in mind that the 'agencies will wish to see what
collective action, if any, by some or all of the agencies-might advance
progress in basic education.'' 9

In carrying out their mission Alles and Sharpe made considerable
efforts to consult with experts from developing countries and to
define what the concept of baiic education implies, since they
encountered wide ranges of opinion. The resulting report is an
extremely useful document, particularly in its summary of donor
agencies' policies and its identification of illustrative initiatives in
basic education in developing countries. Despite differences between
agencies, Alles and Sharpe defined the donors' common goal for
basic education: 'Expand and improve opportunities for the kinds of
learning fundamental to life and work so as to meet as soon as pos-

4 7
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Bible at least the minimum needs of all220 They went on to note that
most donors felt that there is no fixed minimum package applicable
to all groups but that the substance and process of basic education
should be determined for each group-, and preferably by each group
to the degree that this is feasible.

in addition to the World Bank's, lirces. co's and the Bellagio
Consortium's emphasis on basic education, Roby Kidd urged a
commitment to 'basic educational entitlement' for everyone and the
Faure Commission called for 'lifelong education' unrestricted by
levels. Philip Coombs et al. defined 'minimum learning needs' to
enable people to function in economic, social and political activities.
The critical queslion is how to identify minimum learning needs for;
differentThdividuals or groups. Philip Coombs and his colleagues in
the ItitSa4iciaH Council for Educational Development included
`futialbral Ilutracy and numeracy (skill in using numbers), knowledge
acid skkhs foOproductive activity, family planning and health, child
care, nutrition, sanitation and-knowledge required for civic participa-
tion.' 21

In some of the most ipibitious efforts to determine how learning
,needs can be identified and developed, Jinapala Alles has identified
four categories of 'life skills objectives', differentiated by age and

,needs. Theseare life skills objectives: (I) for young persons in the
home-family; _a) fon young persons preparing for organizational-
occupational living; (3) for adults in the home-family; (4) for adults
involved in organizational-occupational living." Alles recognised that
it would be unrealistic to expect all groups to achieve all desirable
learning achievements, so he urged that each community (or indi-
vidual) select only a few based on its own objectives. Alles empha-
sized the need to identify actual 'learning wants as .seen by the
community and the learners at a given point of time' instead of
imputing learning needs of others. However, he recognized that
`participation itself is costly from the poineof view of time and other
resources', so that the degree of participation will vary considerably
due to local constraints.23

One of the few cases where such an effort has been tried out is in
the Seameo RefOonal Centre 'for Educational Innovation and Tech-
nology (Innotech) in Saigon. This project stf out to answer the
question of what learning should take place if a child can only get
four or five years of formal schooling. The experiment to identify
and communicate what they called life-skills objectives' was tried
out in the Philippines and the results have attracted considerable
attention.14

Although it would be unrealistic to expect the World Bank
Education Sector Working Paper to go into the detail that Jinapala
Alles or the Innotech study have done, the sweeping assertions of
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what is wrong and what needs to be done dese ;ve closer examination.
Perhaps the_most objectionable aspect of the paper is the Olympian
tone with which the Bank condemns the remarkable expansion of
educational systems throughout the Third World." This criticismis
ironic because: (a) at the secondary and higher levels, the Bank itself

. was a major source -of support for what they now consider elitist,
urban-oriented school systems, and (b) at the primary level, where the
Bank and other critics condemned the linear expansion'- of 'irrele-
vant' systems the developing countries were in fact responding to the
social and political forces that the Bank has ciDly recently decided are
valid. Without denying the enormous difficulties in providing univer-
sal primary education in the poorest countries, and to the poorest
groups in many other countries, tte-w_orldwide pressures for expand-
ing primary education mast,be seeiras a response to the equity issue
. . . long before it was fashionable or articulated in neo-Marxian
terminology: ,

Despite the fact that the World Bank makeIs a sharp distinction-
between basic education and primary education, this distinction will
probably breakdown in practice because: (I) Most countries already
in fact see primary education as basic education. As4Peter Williams
has pointed out, it works for most people in most countries:despite
the serious problem of the absolute poor.," (2) basic education
confuses two very different processes; the education of children and
the education of adults. This may be conceptually valid, but it is
functionally unrealistic; (3) basic education suggests a dual system in
which most children will receive four or five years terminal schooling
(as opposed to terminal education) and a small minority will receive
a form of primary education leading to further education.

One of the primary reasons that so few efforts to adapt school
systems to `practical' needs of a rural vocational nature have suc-
ceeded has, been the resistance on the part of students; parents, .

teachers and other vested interests to accept a second-best alternative
to ke path of high status and high rewards. The World Bank
Education Sector Working Paper recogniied the dangers but felt that
it might 'be possible to minimize or even eliminate the "dualism
conflict" among the primary school age group by structural adjust -
ments.'27 While &knowledging the difficulties, however. the World
Bank placed the burden of proof on its critics by noting that it would
be impossible for low-income countries to achieve universal primary
education by conventional means for the foreseeable future."

The pedagogical issues raised by such questions indicates the Bank's
distance from the schoolrooms in developing countries. Having,
participated in several commissions and policy reviews, F. Champion
Ward was well aware that such exercises become far removed from
actual classrooms, and-he noted the tendency:
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to generalize about the vast fled various landscape which education
presents to the viewing eye, at a happy distance from any particular place
where education is going on. No actual students and no real teachers
obstruct the view from those heady lookouts. The masses do not speak t
are spoken for. The desirable is all too likely to overtake the possibl
proclamations to replace hypotheses, and what should be enquiries to
become crusades. 21

. ..
Many of the recommendations being made on behalf of the poor are
extremely difficult to carry out, even with the best of intentions. The
non-directiNe; flexible styleef-pedagogy called forliy such reformers
as Freire, Holt, Goodman, lllich and others, vuld place enormous
demands upon institutions selecting and training teachers. How can
basic education be equitable, efficient, participatory, functionatand
flexible when rural schools cannot even teach reading effectively at
present? When one reads the material of Philip Coombs or the World
Bank's Rural Develvpment Sector Policy Paper, one is struck bytheir
ambitious scenario for effective rural development:

integrated planning and administration among sectors
a strong commitment at the national policy level
decentralized planning and administration to the regional and
local levels

actiNe participation by the people concerned in the planning and
administration
central coordination and leadership t

- policytoriented research on the technical, economic, social and'
---:other characteristics

effective training programmes, especially at the local and dist
levels - ! -- i , r;' /

effective intermediaries (marketing systems, cooperatives):41---
iWhile these factors may be vital elements in a strategypiiir ral

anyonedevelopment, it is unlikely that anyone of*them is present sig-
nificant degree in the poorest parts of the poorest countries. And the ,,,

likelihood of attaining all the necessary ingredients in areas of extreme
poverty is almost inconceivable. In fact, as will be discussed below, 4

the poor are poor precisely because these and otherI institutions` --,/

are so weak or non-existent. Even the most basic education will
require carefully planned materials, well trained teachers and efficient
administrators ( especially if the programme is going to be as flexible, T .

relevant and cost-effective as many advocate), and there are no short-
cuts to achieving these goals, in the foreseeable future.

A particularly unrealistic statement on the way to achieve major
change-in an education system can be found-in the conclusionlof thy
World Bank paper: ,
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Change will normally begin through a comprehensive study (italics mine)
of the. sector as a whole which assesses broadly the degree to which the
country's total learning system responds to its developmental objectives
and needs."

This macroview of the educational-scene may be valid for certain
policy changes, but at the microlevel, where policies must be ifnple-
mented, it ignores the thousands of teachers and administrators who
cannot be changqd overnight by a study, no matteHsow compre-
hensive.

In urging a Shift in educational priorities from the academic
systems serving urban elites to basic education for the rural masses the
World Bank was well aware that many countries would not go along
with such recommendations:In jhe field of education the question is
whether the elites (including vast numbers of civil servants, farmers
and businessmen) would accept 'minimum basic education' for their
children. Similarly, the implications of a shortened period of teacher
training mentioned by the World Bank as a possible cost-saving do
not concern pedagogical or technical issues so much as the political
reality of whether a reform of this nature could be introduCed given
the size and power of teachers' associations in most countries." In
fact, the failure to involve the teachers' -association adequately in the
much-touted Education Sector Review in Ethiopia (funded in part
by the World Bank) contributed to the subsequent instability.

4tri,:t When one reads the Education Sector Working Paper along with the
World Bank's recent policy papers on land reform and rural develop-
ment one is very struck by the socialist orientation, especially when
uttered by the former president of the Ford Motor Company, Robert
Mcl(Iithara. The International Herald Tribune noted:

The World Bank, widely regarded by worldradicals as a pillar of the us
dominated capitalist world order, has turned to financing Africa's most
radical socialist experiments. In Tan7aniii, Algeria, Somalia and Ethi-
opia. . . Inson;ie cases the World Bank has becomea crucial factor in the
continuing stability of these socialist governments."

For the less radical countries; the question is to what extent the ruling
elites will be willing to sacrifice their newly-gained wealth and power
in favour of the rural masses'that they recently escaped from. In a
scathing critique of the it_o report on Kenya, Colin Leys concludes
'that suet a sacrifice on the part of the elite would be unthinkable."

In conclusion then, the World Bank's Education Sector Working
Paper must be seen in its political context as a call for radicatand far-
reaching structural reforms throughout the Third World. The Bank
recognizes that 'in some developing countries, present policies and
institutional structures are so far from favourable to rural develop-
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ment that a policy shift could only follow a major political change:33
But, given the amount of resources that the World Ban,k plans to
commit to rural development, dealing with the Bank may be like
dealing with the godfather, who makes offers which one cannot
refuse. -

In reviewing the donors' interest in basic education Alles' and
Sharpe noted that 'the principal interest is in extending learning
services to those who jiave been deprived.'" At our meeting at the
University of London Institute of Education, May 19, 1975, Hugh
Hawes noted that 'there are limits to the extent to which it is practical
to pursue Tuaregs, or other nomads, into the desert in the quest for
equity', and Kenneth King remarked that the aid, agencies recent
concern for the absolute poor was quite parallel to the missionaries'
earlier concerns for the untouchables, prostitutes and disabled
persons that governments rarely provided for.37 There is a significant
distinction, of course, between assisting the absolute poor within the
existing framework, and supporting structural changes of the social
and political system. The Bank and other donor agencies should be
applauded for their increasing 'commitment to the rural poor, but
they need to recognize the complexity of the problems and the limited
role they Can play in dealing with them.
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A Membrandum from Mortadella

H. W. R. Hawes and J. Cameron

1. Background
(4) An ad hoc committee on educational development was convened

,Aast week in,the south-east province of the Republic.of Mortadella.
V Its members were as follows: Mr John Alpha, Chairman of the

* . Provincial-Council (Convenor); Mr Christmas Beta, Supervisor of
Schools: Mrs Maria Gamma, ReproAsentative of the Parents' Action
Group; Hadji Suleiman Delta, Representative of the Association of
Heads of Primary Schools-(Secretary).

(b) The committee was invited by the Minister of Education to
comment on the World Bank Sector Review and considet%how its
policy would affect the development of education in the province.

(c) The committee's complete report is tod lengthy to be tepr
.4uced here and is therefore summarized. It begins with a long
preamble stating the goals of education in the province, followed by
a statement about some ,of its more pressing social and educatiottal
problems. A shorter section then records the committee's reaction
to the Sector Review as a whole. (It is to be remembered that the

-members were ignorant both of the nature of the World Bank's Work
and of any of its previous policy statements.) A final section gives in
more derail the committee's views on basic education as a policy
alternative and minimum learning needs (pp. 28-32 of the Education
Sector Working Paper).

. 2. The province's goals in education and
development
Briefly summarized, these are: (i) more school education at all levels;
(ii) better school education at levels; (iii) more local development;
'A small independent fitate in Africa. Population 3 million. Area 12,000 sq. miles.
Per wire GNP US $200. Net primary earelment ratio 55 per. cent.
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(iv) less alienation of youth. Adult education is mentione but not given
highpri8rity, possibly btauge it ap- Pears to be interpreted as adult
literacy. The parents' action group has added a special npte stressing

. the .urgency of increasing the number.of opportimities for secondary
and higiter eddcation available to young people from the province.
. -

3. Mattets of major concern
TheAlloveAg are mentioneil:

(alpThe slow speed of rural deVelopraent. Despite official policy
statements, the growth of small-scale eitterprises still appear; to be
faster itfund Mortadella City, he capital, than away frAtNit. The
existence of larger markets and better communications are cited as
the main reason for this. Most development projects in rural areas are
sponsored only by government and at ;east one eased to function
once ihor'rentment help was withdrawn. , -

(b) The continued drift of young people Wards the town. pespi
grcat cbncern And inteasivepropaganda,Vie power of-rural areas- to
hold youth is weakening. Youth complain thafitufal areas are boring
and the attitudes of the older people in them are repressive. The more
schosji nobey have,. the louder they comlain.
-.(c) The decline in 'moral standards` among the community at large

0 and-the your people in particular. The influence of the family and
of organized religion is said to be \weakening . . traditional customs
are less observed, and traditional crafts are declining despite attempts
by the Cottage Industries Board to Avive them.

(d) The disastrous effects of inflation. In part dart it has been
noted that the costs of schobl buildings andequipment have filawe than
doubled during the last twelve months. Although financial allocations
have apparently increased, in real terms they haves decreased with a

Vant decline in the standards of both buildings and equipment.
Schools are not so well built. Children have fewr books.

(e) The long -term lack desuccess of li racy progranunes for adults.
Attendants begin welt but fall t ff. At the ginning there is a
tendency tO inflate numbeis for statistical purposes atd, sadly, there
ig a-rapid falling-off -later in actual literacy. There is little to read in
tural areas."Transistor radios, however, are very commoa and people
are content to heir on tlicm about the events'they cannot read about.

(f) Failing standards in scfaols. Children, it is claimed, do not
team reading, writing and number as well as they used to nor
know as much. The lower status and morale of teachers is blamed.
Enrolments havedoubled in the last decade but so has wastage. A
detailed:Tetra on this has already been submitted by the Association
of Heads of Schools. It notes that two complete changes in the syl-

lalkt have taken placein the last ten years; that the retraining of

5-5
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teachers lags far behind what is required to implement the changes;

That there are exhortations to :employ itrodern approaches', to teach
`skills and attitudes rather than facts, to 'make educatjon 'relevant-

to the environment , btilthat remarkably little practical advice is ever
given on hOw to ,do so; that the policy-makers in the Mortadella
Ministry and those who adv.isethem are misinformed about the actual
sittiatiorLexiqing /Q the schools of th,e province, particularly in regard

, to*Repag[ce, the provision of equipment, and the training and coin-
petence of the teachers.

4. 4 General Comments on the Sector Review

- The committee notes with approC1 the World Bank's concern for
education i n develop ng cOun tries, and endorses the principle of equity.

It considers 'that the south-east prOvince might. benefit more than it

has done,in the past Wit received outside aid. Previously, the benefits
from aid were enjoyed mainly by those living in and near the capital.

Members were far less complimentary_ about the tone of the report.

In the words of Christmas Beta (an older man): 'It souridivery much
like our District Commissioners talking . . . they always knew what

was gciod for us, and we were never allowed to join their clubs.'
There was sceptidism, too, about the global view the World Bank

. ' takes of triany of the pioblems and the blanket soltAiOns it proposes.
-*The committee feels that despite its disclaimers, the World Bank
Icherishes the belief that the future success of its tiolicies throughout
the developing World is self-evident. Yet there are many instances
%here these policies do not make sense in the south-east province.*
The committee is in some doubt about the effect of the aid provided
for basic education. The figure of $1,0587m over a ten-year period

seems a loinpnoney- but as'the chairman, ,an economics graduate,
points out, whenspread over the developing %3*Klcl it is in fact very

tiny. The direct financial impact on primary basic cycles of education
would thererork be migimal. Even when aid from larger agencies
such as Uneseo and Unicef is included the amount available is still
inadequate. Is there a real danger that such aid would mai* be-used
to start policies and projects which would later run into trouble
through lack of support?

5. Specific Observatiots
--;The committee examines iii4oipe detail the proposals contained in
pages 21-35 of the Educatircector Working Paper. The following
points are made:
'For example, there are sixteen 'mother tons' in the province. To educate
children or adults in these would be a recipe for political fravventation and

,economic inefficiency (p. 31,
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(a) While fully appreciating the dilemmas facing policy-makers, e.g.
the lack of money and the demands of equity, the committee records
that 'the people of the south-east province will never willingly agree
to a reduction in length of the present first cycle of education'. How-

1 ever, if it could be clearly demonstrated that more.children could be
sent to school- for the same amount of money, the use of double
shifts or, in certain cases, alternative days schooling might be
,acceptable.

(b) Alternatne shortened courses for older children are considered
worthy of support provided: (I) they are in addition to, rather than
instead of, normal primary school courses; (ii) a proportion of those
who complete them are able to proceed further. Alternative basic
education courses aimed merely at satisfying 'minimum learning
needs' for 'participation fn economic, social' and political activities'
do not find favour.*

(c) Little enthusiasm is evinced. by the committee_ for the proposals
_ to_increase provision for Zliult functional literacy, especially if it

involves a reduction in the provision of primary schooliniThe people
of the south-east province are prepared to ntake s ices to send
their children to school generally on the groun' 4,, they wish
them to have opportunities which they, the parent, have missed. They
think it_essential that the new generation should learn to read and
write. The parent's opposed to schooling are, now in a minonty and
already. in some areas, to keep children away from schoql is begin-

aboutning to earn, community disapproval. No such feelinkexis
adults being able to read and write. It is difficult to convi
of them that learning to do so is worth.the investment off' t
and energy. A great num'ber of them do not regard literacy
`functional'.

(d) As for the content of the basic cycle of educatio there is
considerable. support for re-examining what schools ach, by
identifying essential learning needs. Both as parents d as educa-
tionists, the members of the committee agree that the sential task of
the primary school is to enable children to go on learning either in

, school or out of it. However, they all share doubts as to whether
some of the new syllabus changes as they have been interpreted by the
teachers in the schools have contributed to this end. A wiser tourst
might be to iOplitify certain areas (notably the three R's and health
education) and see that they are taught well. Additions could be
made later only by teachers Competent to do so.

'Editor's note It should be-noted thlira.hearthy apprenticeship system exists in
agnc-tilturefltnarkets, ind garages 411 over Mortadellarth6se opportunities are not
discussed by the committee because they do not consider diem be Ile 'educational',
nor are extension schemes in agriculture and health. In this reigpxt the attitudes
of the committee seem to coincide with those of the World Bank.

many
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(e) The committee is unhappy about programmes 'designed to take
into account the terminal character of lower levels of education for
the large majority ofRarticipants'. Surely, the skills needed at these
levels enable or should enable children to continue learning in
school as well as outside it. Surely, no four-yea? basic programme
should be looked upon as 'terminal education*.* The very word
`basic"tsurely implies a basis for continuing one's educational pro-
gress. New approaches' to tht employment and deployment of
teachers; new styles of learning and teaching and the use of -the
media can all Se pr' Ofitably considered in the south-east province
provided they Tally lea4 to increased efficiency.,, Mr Beta and Hadji
Delta express son* sceplicism on thir*Too often in teicexperienCe
hasty innovations have led to increased wIrk for the teithers at extra
cost with little observable improvement.

(1) the same twel committee memblfs also reiterate that unless
more specific help is provided for teachers in the schools -towards
realizing the goals which the report so confidently, but so generally,
adviicates, oplyZewilderment will follow. To achieve 'knowledge and
skills for proilucuve activity' or to generate 'a systematic effort to link
,education and work' requires.4 great deal' of research and careful
impleinintition, as does the wholesale restructunli of the primary
school cuniculum around minimum learning needs.

(g) The committee believes 'that the use of Koranic teachers,
village priests and other religious leaders to prgmete the spiritual
well-being of their, pits and to forin wit?? the community is
essential to sotind 6.6mmunity education, but does not_ste how,they
cali possibly_ 'provide basic education'. They are Completelyiunsuited
both by tradition, training and status for suet! rote. Radii ,Delta,
who as a Muslim has visited scores of Koranic schdols, not pnly in
Mortadella but elsewhere iii Africa, wanders whether any ineinbers of
the World Bank team have ever been inside one..

(h) The committee notes with amaifment the 'reference to the
prosessvf Identifying an, equitably selected group' at the end of
four years of basic education. They-speculate on how ttis is to lie
done and what it would provoke in the community, if it *ere ckme:
They agree that e working paper blandly and wrongly assumes
thatitcanbe done both fairly anelisily.

6. Postscript .-
.7. -4

The committee's report is now being studiFd by senior Ministry of
Eduction officials along with the reports on the,4vorking mer from
the othmppovinces.-Irldications are'that there is a large maasure of
agreement among them.
sp. 31; Learning to Be is ractitioned ten mei later..
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World Trends in Education

Lionel Elvin

Quantitative Expansion : The Facts
Let us look firstt at thi record of quantitative expansion in the years
since the last world war. The Faure Report notes that in the eight
years between 1960 and 1968 the total number of children attending

A school rose from about 325 to about 460 million, an increase of more
than 40 per cent. This was above the rate of increase of the school-
age population and of th,e world population over that period. But
the number of children teiyiven the ages of five and fourteen yiho
were unable to attend school increased, over the same period, by
17 millions. Well, the layman might ask, are welly/inning or losing?
The answer is that toe was an increase in the percentage of
children going to school, but the percentage was out of anincreasing -
total, so that the actual numbers of those not at sctiool also grew
larger. ,

The same story has to be told about adult illiteracy. The percentage
of the world's populalion that is literal has been growing. The per-
centage of illiterates droPiled from 44 to 34. But because the world
population over the age of fifteen increased from nearly 1600 to nearly
2300 millions the actual nuthber of Illiterates increased from 700 tb
.783 millions (exact figures of course depend on how one defines
literacy, but the trend is, unfortunately,"clear). The moral of this is
that we arc losing the educational race at a somewhat decreasing
rate, but we are losing it more and more every year because of the
growth of population. I could wish that the report had rammed this
haw, whatever the Vatican thought. It is crucial. Those who oppose
family planning on principle - that is to say, without admitting that
'An edited version of.a papa on the Faure Report. A summit?, of it has also
been published in Education Newt, Canberra, Australia.; 1975.
"Faure, E., et al., Learning to Be: The Report of theinternational
the Development of Education. Pada: Use= 1972,
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we should ever check population growth deliberately with the only
kind of method that will work vii4 have a very heavy burden on
their' consciences when at last they come to admit the truth r as
they will.

Despite this drag on all our hopes-the figures of this-educational
expansion bear witness to a tremendous effort,_especially by the
poorer-countries. This can also be seen by the_fact that the percentage
of the world's total gross national products spent on education rose in
these eight years from 3.02 to 4.24, a rate of increase greater than
the rate of increase of the GNPS themselves.

Now let us stand back from the figures for a moment and ask to
what this marked drive for_ quantitative expansion may be ascribed.
I see three main explanations.

Quantitative Expansion : The Underlying_
Causes _ _

CO Education as a Human Right
In the years since the last war, and for the first time in human history,
it has been officially affirmed and everywhere agreed that education is
a human right. The Universal Declarati On of Human Rights, adopted
a quarter of a century ago by the member states of the United
Nations, said so, And it is said that this right, like the others enu-
merated, was to be recognized without discrimination in terms of
face, religion or sex! Now this was'a Decfaration", not a Co\ egad
with binding farce,zand it was a confused document in many-cways. -
But it declared what people felt.

The Prime Minister of Jamaica, Mr Michael Manley, _made an
interesting point about the timing of this demand when he opened the
sixth Cdmmonwealth Education Conference at Kingston in June
1975. He noted that the older industrial"!rations had needed only
partial literacy to move into the industrial era and could have the
benefit of new wealth before political democracy came with its
pressure for universal education. The new countries of the Third
World. did not have such an option. They could not wait until
economic development had enabled them to afford a full system of
public education. Everyone had the vote now, and they wanted
education for their children, now. This confronted the countries of
the Third World with a great dilemma.

l)r Philip Coombs, the author of The World Educational 'Crisis,
has pointed out, further, that the demand for mare education is
self-generating. If you have general primary education, a kgh propor-
tion of those completing it will want secondary education too, and
the more who complete that the more young people will be knocking
on the doors of the university.

6Q
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(ii) Education as Investment
The second explanation of the drive to the quantitative expansion of
education of our times is the fealization thatwithout education a
country cannot move forward to a modern economy and a reasonable
standard of life for its people. Now the story of the relationship
between the educationists and the economists in recent years is
interesting and even at times amain. At first the educationists were
delighted to find that the economists seemed to be their allies. They
had supposed them to be the allies of their natural enemies, the
Ministers of Finance: But before long the education people were
getting apprehensive about, this new alliance. Some economists began
to question whether education could be regarded as an investment,
except metaphorically. Rates of return on the supposed investment,
whether individual or social, proved difficult to measure. The share of
education in the 'residual, factor' (the input other than natural re-
sources and physical investment) could not be isolated. Yet what has
remained from these debatbe has been an unccntested and newly-
emphasized general relation hip between the level of education and
the level of economic development *

One by-product of this alliance with the economists, coupled with
the necessity of planning when resources were scarce, was the
vogue for manpower planning in relation to education. In many
countries there was serious dislocation between the kind of education
and training given and the opportunities and the needs of the country
in kinds of employment. Could we forecast the needs of the economy

for trained manpower in a vanety of empfoynits and relate /1044.wk
to the kinds of education and training that were given? I sympathised
very much with this hope at first, for educated unemployment meant
not_only personal frustration but national waste. But I never under-
stood how it could apply widely to educatiqn_as distinct from train-
ing, for the majority of children were in primary school, where surely
premature specialization would be out of the question. At most there
could be very' general orientation, for instance towards rural rather
than 'industrial .life. But the manpower planners were much more
optimistic than that. I once heard an official of the International
Labour Office say to a training seminar for young planners that if
you were conservative you would try to forecast demands for Man-
power only for three hundred different occupations and for only ten
years ahead. Such is the simple faith of the planner! And great as is
my admiration for Lord Ashby, I must say that the 'famous report
on the ptanning of education in Nigeria in relation to manpower
needs, in which he let Professor Harbison run away with him, is the
tombstone of this hope rather &wilts livigig memorial.

In the countries of the Third World there are now considerably
, more people with the skills involved in educational and in general plan-
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ning."But the planner seen more and more, not as a separate kind of
person who draws up a blueprint and catches the next plane home, but
as the continuing administrator himself or as a technician, Say in
statistics, who works to him. Plahning itself is now seen more as a
continuing process in an understood social arid political context, not
as an exercise done once and for all and left on some one else's desk.

As to the relations between general and educational planning, one
new emphasis deserves remark. Until recently it was always education
that had to fit in to what the economists in their wisdom decreed.
Now Dr Coombs himself is saying that if there is a disharmony
between the economy and the educational system it could be the
economic policy that is at fault. This is timely and fits in well with the
insistence of people like Dr Schumacher that it is folly to encourage
countries where everything is in short supply except labour, to go in
for capital-intensive works employing few people. The point was
taken by Mr Manley of Jamaica in the speech to which I have
referred. He said that if a country like Jamaica wanted a new main
road you would think of getting a lot of labour-saving tractors. But
they would have to be imported and you were short of foreign
exchange. Their use would leave many young men out-of-school also
out of work. Then should you go back to picks and shovels? And
why not tooth-picks, as I once heard someone derisively -Suggest?
Of course that would be absurd. But, Mr Manley said, you had got to
work out a middle strategy, rtalising that your road-building was not
merely an economic activity but a social one as well. When we have
spok?..n.of 'clenlopment'in these lastyears we have often thought only
of economic development. Social development is at least as important."

Let me sum up what I have been saying under this heading. A
country must know in what general economic, social and political
direction it wants to go before the teachers and educational adminis-
trators can be expected to fit in rationally to the national life. The
short-view advice of the more nal% e.economist must be tested and if
necessary resisted. It is, for initance, Professor Mark Blaug, himself
an economist, who has warned such people that rapid technological
change may well call' for longer general education rather than early
specialization in processes that will be superseded in a few years.
Planning, either in general or within education itself, Should be done
with more 'broad understandpg of the different needs of different
societies, and with less doctrinaire precision. Then, I think, this
faltering marriage between the educationists and the economists
could be patched up. As indeed it must be.

(iii) idaestion-as an Integrating Force
The third explanation of the drive for education in the newly-
independent' countries has been the desire to give their peoples a
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sense of corporate unitysWhen Fichte urged that education could do
this for Germany after the defeat at Jena he appealed to what he
believed to exist already, a German nation, although politically
Germany was divided up into all sorts of states and duchies. Many of
the new nations, especially in!Africa, have had to create their sense of
-national unity for they were, a mere juxtaposition of tribes around
which colonial powers had ,drawn a line on the map. In some newly-
independent countries, like, India, there was indeed:a prior sense of
national unity, but fill -then nnreflected in their school systeni. The
Communist countries, from the Soviet Uflion to Cuba and,Chin),
have well understood the importance of education in building their,,
regimes into the consciousness of their future citizent Now, with.their
requirements for a period of community service associated with
secondary and higher education, countries like India and Ghana_are___
trying to achieve the same ends with non-totalitarian methods.

1

The Global Challenge
These, then, are the -explanations I would give for the astonishing
growth of education in quantity in these post-war years. But how
fat has that expansion really gone in relation to needs and demands?
We must now look at the comparison between what has been done
and the targets the world hasset itself, and ask why there is still such
a gap. Only so can we get better guidelines for the future.

Some fifteen years ago Unesco cattid conferences in the main
under-educated regions of t ,xe world to Set targets for the provision
of more schooling and the elimination of illiteracy. The target date
was 1980, and we, are nearly there. The delegat from the countries
of Asia met atiKarachi toward the end of 195, and in 1965 they
met in Bangkok to review results so far. They and that in seven
countries with 14 per cent of the total population first levet enrolment
-had reached 89 per cent; in eight countries representing 84 per cent of
the population (the main block) it had reached 54 per cent; and in
three countries representing 3 per cent of the population it was still-
as low as 18 per cent. The proportion of each cohort enrolled was at .

its matimum at the ages of seven and eight (just over 70 per cent), .
a little more than half at the age of ten, and just over a quarter by the
age of fourteen. Holding power was obviously bleak, and wastage
high. The report from the regional office to which I referred says
(with, it would seem, the decade 1960-7(),in mind) that in the apt.
group 5-14 139 million children were in school and alrost as many,
135 million, not in school.

Mr Najman* makes a similar comparison for the countries of
Africa north of the*Zambezi and south of the Sahara. The Addis
Naiman, Dragoljub, Education in Africa: What Next ?Paris; Deux Milk, 1972.
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Ababa- Conference set- the targets in 1961. By 1980 there was to be
universal free primary education, secondary education for 30 per cent
of those completing primary school, and higher education for 20 per
Cent of those completing secondary school. The Ministers of Educa-
tion met in Nairobi in 1968 to review progress, Whey found that 71
per cent. of the young people reaching the age of fifteen in 1969 would
be illiterates. Even if the targets for cutting down wastage by then
had been reached, the figure would still be 54 per cent. Mr Najman
concludes that the primary schools are losing the battle -against
illiteracy in this part of the world.

The Faure Report refers only briefly and without Much analysis to
these regional reviews, but it does give twy global estimates. It says ,

that on currenLirencls the number of Children between .fil,e and
fourteen not attending school in 1980 will be approximately 230
million (for rough comparison we may note that the total number in
all educational institutions is given by the report as 650 millions at
present). There will be at least 820-million illiterates in the world'in
1980 and a world proportion of adult illiterates of 29 percent. This
will be more than thirty years after the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

Mr Najman cites Ethiopia as an especially 'sad case, a country
(though he could not say so) where international aid has run into the
sand because of the naturt of the regime ; now, one would like to hope,
significantly changed. Ethiopia's primary enrolments over the decade
1960-71 did increase by 130 per cent and its secondary enrolments by
800 per cent; but starting from a-very low base. Against its short-term
target of 71 per cent primary enrolment by 1971 it could show an
actual enrolment by 1968 of only 5.5 per cent. In secondary enrolment
the target had been set at 15 per cent by 101. The reality ,by 1968
was 3.7 per cent.

These meagre results have cost a great' deal in terms of' national
budgets and GNPS. Mr Najman takes the case of Upper Volta and
quotes one of its educationists, Mr Joseph Ki-Zorbo. He says: More
than 1.5 million dollars of a 10 million dollars budget is spent on
educatip, 17 to-18 per cent of its budget and 5 per cenvf the 'GNP.

And to what end? To educate 9 to 10 per cent of the schoffl-age popu-
lation. In other words, to educate-all the children of Upper Volta, it
would be necessary to increase the national budget one and a half
times' (and to spend the whole of this inflated budget on education),
HOW can such a policy possibly be defended?

1 '[differentiated Approach to Reform
So let us introduce some discriminations into M. Faure's facile
universalism. Of countries like Upper Volta one is compelled to say:
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they just can't do it at all, on the pesentrbasis. But riot all countries
are in this positron. We must ask therefore of which countries it is '4
painfully trite that their educational systems .must indeed be re-
thought 'in -heir entirety'. To which countries on the other hand
does this financial imperative not apply, thus leaving theM free to
consider seriously whether turning everything inside out might not
mean the throwing away of advantages-that they have gradually
gained?

No spokesman for a social service will ever get all the funds he
would like. But I decline to believe that countries like the United
States, the Soviet:Union, Japan, the United Kingdom and others
cannot, if they wish, find very large sums for education. What matters
is their sense of priorities, even agar( from the huge sum's-Spent on
armaments:if Britain and France choose to spend huge sums on
Concorde (Which has already cost Britain sixty times as much as the
annual cost of the Open University, itself one of our most expensive
educational ventures) then that must be assumed to be what Britain
prefers, crazy though it may seem, and of course is. There cannot but
be less for other purposes. But by and large, and of-course within
general' limits, proposals for change in the educational system in the
wealthier countries can be considered on their educational merits.
Such countries do not need, either for financial or educational
reasons, to re-think their educational systems in their entirety. They
need to adapt progressively, and within reason they can afford what
that will cost.

We have looked at the Third World. We have looked -at the First-
World. What has happened to the Second? Presumably this phrase
Originally referred to the Communist bloc. But there is no Communist
bloc now, and we are supposed to be in the days of détente. The term,
the Second-World, might usefully be revived to cover the considerable
number of countries that are not really in either the First or the Third:
countries like Spain, Portugal and Greece in Europe, Brazil in Latin
America, Singapore in Asia, and quite a few others. The Arab states
that are now oil-rich, and Egypt which is not, should probably tome
into this category too. Now, are these countriesSorced by the kind of
argument that is imperative for Upper Volta tore -plan their educa-
tional systems completely? They may well need to re-fashion some
things, on bOth educational and financial grounds. They may have
..to forgo some things the really affluent countries have. But they are
very near to Professor Rostow's economic `take-off point', and I
don't think they need be considered near to the Upper Volta class
at all.

This brings us back to the countries w.fie,re the great difficulties
are. They include such countries as India, Pakistan and Bangladesh,
and between them they contain a high proportion of the inhabitants
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of the world China, too, might be ttought of as in this group; but
it is already taking extremely non-traditional measures to deal with
its situation.

Voluntaryand Involuntary Educational Change
Here. however, a distinction must be introduced. If for the sort of
reason I- have giNen a clean break has to be made anyway, an unusual
opportunity occurs to overcome educational resistances to necessary
change. If a decisive move away from unsuitable curricula is desirable,
if schools ought to be brought into more living relationship with the
community, if the values of teachers hitherto concerned only with
educating an elite are to be modified, then here is the great chance to
do it almost at one sweep. i cl rl
and under another code, so to speak, in Tanzania. But to change
because you have to do so is still one thing; to change because you
would in any case wish to do so is another.

At the Commonwealth Educational Conference in Jamaica there
wyconsiderable discussion of the virtues of manual work as part of
the experience of schoolchildren. The delegate from Botswana
reported, clearly feeling he was fitting into the mood of the meeting
that io that country now children had one day a week at school and
four days of v.iork. Now, was that becausj no more school attendance
could be Forded, or .because the new system was good in itself?
Surely, it-must haye been the former. In countries where there has
been contempt for manual work, as in pre-Communist China or, I
am afraid, in India still, shock tactics may be justified; but not, if one
could possibly help it, to the Botswana extreme. Because of this zeal
of some would-be reformers to'throw away too much, and not to
distinguish between necessity and desirability, some educationists
are more wary of change in general than they probably ukbe.

Nor should we forget the changes that have been inade-wi t re-
- thinking systems of education in their entirety. Only a couple of
decades ago in some countries of the Arab world there was strong
hostility to the education of girls (in Saudi Arabia, for instance,
though very-much less in Egypt). The transformation in Saudi Arabia
now is said to be remarkable. In the Asian region the proportion of
girls in primary schools in 1960 was 37 per cent, rather than the ideal
50. It is now 40 per cent and the movement is steadily forward.

Again, in the revision of curricula there has been change in nearly
every country of the world. As the delegate of an African country said
at the,1972 session of the General Conference of Unesco, if some
newly-independent cpuntries at first retained the colonial curricula
and awards that was because, though these were in many ways
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unsuitable, they offered certain guarantees of standards and wide
acceptability. And new curricula and textbook& could not be pro-
duced over-night. But now things are changing, steadily and gradu-
ally. Some countries Malaysia, for instance have set-up govern-
ment publishing houses for the production of their own textbdoks
and school matenals. This progress should not be brushed aside.
It does remain true, however,. that in some countries something much
more radical is needed.

Supply and Pay of Teachers : Alternatives
In the provision of well-educated and well-trained teachers the
countries of the_Third-WOridlace a most difficult problem. The Faure
Report says that on-theWhole enough teachers have been found to
match expansion. But the Bangkok Report on Asia, perhaps probing
a little more deeply, says that in that region the supply of teachers has
not kept up with the growth in enrolments. The staff-pupil ratio has
fallen from 1:38 to 1.40. (The Karachi Plan id it should be 1:35.)
A the Third World generally teachers have ina quate education and
either poor training or none. Mr Najman says- t-50 per cent of the
teachers in Middle Africa are under-qualified or not qualified at all.

Ought one to make teaching more attractive by raising salaries?
One of the working groups at the Jamaica Conference recommended
this. Yet the truth is that relatively, in relationto the average re-
my neratiOn(teachers are better, not worse off, in the poorer countries ;
and Ielativities cannot be ignored. And the proportion of the educa-
tional budget that goes on salaries is so high that a small increase per
head turns into a colossal total salary bill. Mr Najman says that in
some African countries the proportion of the budget for schools that
goes on teachers' salaries is as high as 95 per cent, much higher than
in the moreaffluentsountries.

. What can be done? Some people have clutched at the hope that
teaching by television wouldbring a large saving on teachers' salaries.
I agree with Professor Vaizey that although television programmes
may enhance the quality of teaching yet it is virtually certain that
there will not be a net saving on teachers' sala . The American
experiment in teaching by television in American Samoa cost huge
sums of money. Professor Wilbur Schramm, wh was intimately
involved, told me feenkly that the cost was such that ci lessons could
be drawn from it for a country without such milli s of Congress
dollars behind it. But lessons can be drawn. The expo ment, started
ten years ago, has been a disaster. The Governor of Am can Samoa
says it has failed. Those who started it were so confid t that the
teacher could be superseded that they Closed the teache colleges.
They thought they could do it instead by sittingttilthen, l aging to
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be active, in from of the inftexplebox all day. In the list two years
4

the Department of Educatiow;whose officials reqbgnizewhat a failure
it has been. are back-pedng hard. But they haven't got the teachers
who could have bgen trained all those years, The Americans have
discovertl what. anyone not as naive a.s the authors of our report,_,'
could have told them, that the use of,really suitable television pro-
grammes can bran aid to the teacher(ancl the best of such pPogramints
are very gam( though not adapted to ev=ery culte) but cannot be a
substitute for the`teacher and will pot savd ihe budget money. The
other large -Scale experirnanotas' been in the Ivory Coast, but that is
recertt:Wlienj asked_the_Minister'Who launched it, M. Amin- Tanoh,
if h would write an evaluative account of it for a senes o Mono-- -;---

ut said Wisely that it was
-too ear v to do so-yet. But the Faure Report .does refer to it and
counts evidence an estimate (not a result) that the Ivory Coast
could save Money on it if drop -outs were reduced. But what is the
justificationfor supposing that the reduction of dropouts will ftsult
from installArgtelevisioii? And wlw not include this saving, if it prove I"

be,one, on the other side of the aCCO out o
hod?? The fact is that the one large-scale experiment we have as
evidence tells decisivelkmagainst the injudicious over - reliance on
initfuctionty television and similar 'technology' (as they would call

., it) that the tioe Report shows.
Another suggestiOn about the remuneration of teac , made by

Mr Najtnan,.is not cif course entirely novel, but has not %en much
taken up. I pes-.1,- heard it twenty years ago from Mr Shull: the
Advise!'" on Educatiop w the Government of Pakistan and alre y

convinced that Third World countries could not finance edu non
just in'ttte Western styte. Najman suggests that teaeice[r'S.s utd be
paiefonly in fart by central government cashAte remain r of their
support should come from the local community in ki The com-
munity should provide them With a house (as ti d believe, in
Papua an4 New Guinea) and with some land food. My own
feeling is thar something like this will ssary. It souricts-hke the
tithe and parsonage system of mai- wining the clergy, But until a
more developed economy permits ther methods, is that so wrong9

In the really poor countries them is no d9ubt that the basic school
will have to cost less in cash than he priftey school of today. Mr
Najrran suggests that it could do s with much more use of skilled
people in the village to help with t intrOduotion of local life and
work and with a mdch more loca and community-related, and
certainly academically simpler curricu m. He also says that to make
the real link between the school and village community the boys
and girls should be of an age when they ave to become recognized
young adults in the local community,. if hey are not going on to
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ndary education. This would ritea,n that you decide on your
chool entry aglby counting backwarp,if there are to be four years

of first-le41 schooling and,fourteen is regarded as the age when really-
entering young adult life is feasible, then the age of entry will be ten;
if five years of schooling is possible, then nine; and so on.

None of the ideas like these offers a universal, prescription. But
they ideas of *tight kind for consideration where countries
si jy cannot reach their goals on pilt;ent assumptions. What I am
sure of is that radical changes of this kind are in the offing. I am also
sure that the countries of the Third World intend to be more self-
reliant. They will continue to ask for aid; and they should have more.
They will continue to as 0( expert adyiste. But they will want

illincreasingly to keep this i casd with their own plans for their own
futures. And this is right. li L .

What mankind as a whole needs if we argo-wipe out the shame of
illiteracy is more.collective will. We must/ace the fact that mankind
v,Lill not b4 literate by the year 2000. The-population explosion alone,
makes that impossible. But we can, if we will it, go forward much
more quickly thin we have (indeed, in a sense we have not been going
forward at all). It seems to me that to do fleis we need to be.both
conservative and radical; conservative in holding fast to that whichtis

-c good, radical if the situation kills for that, but above all to seek a
balance .1,etween these two flikt is,different in practicall)/ every
situation we can think of. There are no panaceas and really it is
cruel to let people suppose that there are. .

We must generate.the will, as well as the balanced good sense. Or
are we to ocimit that only a totalitarian r(gime can accomplish this
task, and at a price that we refuse to pay? As I said when summing up
the work ,of the CommonwealteCtinference in Jamaica, just ova the

,horizon in Cuba they claim to have ended illiteracy inten years. Are
we going to be beaten and say we cannot do it in our way, holding on
to the freedom of the mirgand spirit that we belieje to be the essence
of both good education artil good citiihiship? I hope not. f.
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The meeting was opened by Reg Honeybone. In elcomidg partici-
pants he stressed his hope that the discussions, on the,Edlication-Sector
Working Paper (Esvlip) Would be both frank and constructive. Some
of the papers put before the meeting had been critical of the ESWP
for being -over-authoritarian, but one should also-tecognize that it
Made frequent references to the need for dialogue and for 4-pow to
the developing countries' own priorities' Again there watt very
much -in the 'paper about the learning processes that actually went on
in classrooms and homes but, on the other hand, it stressed very
strongly the need fora much wider distribution of educational oppor-
tunities for the poor in the poorer countries. The sper was seeking to
open a dialogue with the developing world and ,was clearly a very-
significant document that would have an importan influence on
future international educational thinking and develoWent.

The discussions that followed during the day under Reg Honey-,
-bone's chairmanship were organized in four sessions.,The first two
sessions were devoted to an over-all review of issues and policies in
the ESWP; the third focused more narrowly, on the basic education
proposals ;.and.the final session of the meeting Concerned itself with ,
implementation of change. In this accovt of the meeting, The same
order is followed in presenting the views of participants. on the
substance of the ESWP. In addition it seems useful to record in a first
section of this report the observationtivad& by participants on the
working paper's general form anvi:ppr

1

General Comments on the Edudation Sector
Working Paper
Pirticiiints Welcomed, the decision of the pants to issue,the ENVP

4t! both as a statement of policy and as a contribution to thinking around
- * 4
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the world about the issues of education and cievelopiniiiit?This wel-
come was all the warmer illso far as, in the opinion of many of those
present, the Bank had sometimes been less forthcoming than it might
have been given its leading influence in the area oftuernational
educational development in sharing its thinking, experience and
information: It was hoped that the present ESWP would be followed by
others and by a wide variety of other published matenal. Second, it

_was noted in this connection that the document under discussion was
entitled `Worpng Paper', implying perbgps that it, should be regarded
basically as a discussfon paper -and that fyther elaboration of the
ideas it contained was intended. During the debates the hope was
seeral times expressed that the observations made would be regarded
as a constructive contribution to this end, and more generally to the
continuing process of redefining Issues and policies in the educati
sector.

Third, the point was repeatedly mallthat many-educational ;rob-
lems and solutions were country-specific, and @skies could only
have effect at national and sub-national level, It 10%. noted that the
ESWP did itself in several places stress that conditions and appropriate
educational policies vaned from country to country. The paper
nevertheless displayed :4 tendency at times to use highly aggregated
statistics as a basis for'ebnclusions and recommendations. Diamatic
asme of these global figures were, there was a..1101ger that they
might serve the cause of propaganda better than that of understand-
ing and analysis. The grouping of countries by continent or by five
income bands,producerka level of aggregation that conceale4signifi-
cant differences between countries wittiirrthe same group.

Fourth, there was support for the view ,expressed 'by Arnold
Anderson both in his paper and at the meeting that the ESWP did not
represent a completelylcoherent line of thinking. For example, by
discussing 'efficiency', 'equity', a 'poverty-oriented developmenfstra-
tegy' in separate sections and under different headings, The paper
avoided any searching analysis of whether and how these aims could

\be simultaneously pursued and of the inherent conflicts involved. The
precise process, whereby the pblicies advocated would lead to.the
intended out6ines was spmetimes obscure; and such key issues as,
for`,example, whether the dynamfc of tip town might *tot be the
condition for rural prosperity, rather than a threat to, it, were little
explored.

Fifth, the working pape,showed a tendency to minimize the past
achieve tents of developing countriesgnd a certain lack of syMpathy
with them In the very difficult dilemmas of educational policy they
frequently faced. The complexity of many of the issues and the real
difficulties in adopting seemingly 'sensible' andefficient' Solutions,
did-not always seem to be fully recognized. In places an altogether
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more tentative attitude would have. been more apprdpriate than the
air of certainty and confident rectitude that the paper conveyed.

Sixth, and connected with the previous point, there was a feeling
that the paper did not sufficiently acknowledge the extent to which the
Bank itself had been responsible for the wide currency that policies of
concentrating on high level manpower for the modern sector of the
economy had enjoyed. Many of the new -policy emphases in the
Bank's paper were welcome to those attending the4rpeeting, but the
Bank's new would have been more credible if there had been a
franker discussion.of the Bank's past experiences - both the successes
and failures -,with lending for education, and the ways in which these
had modified current thinking. Some sense that the new policies were
the result of a continuous and continuing process of learning would
have been reassuring, particularly when the new policy line followed
so hard on the heels of the one it replated.

Finally, there was a widely supported plea that in any future
documenrof this kind the terms used should be more closely defined.
This applied particularly to the term 'basic education', whose applica-
tion to a whole range of very different concrete situations might only
serve to spread confusion.

Issues and Policies
Introductory Statements

4 - Peter Williams made four points concerning the analysis in the report,
First he argued that although ths Bank claimed to recognize that
'to the developmental goal of economic growth must be added social
dimensions', the actual ESWP discussion of education's role was
almost entirely in terms of its function in producing knowledge and
skills. Morepver, the interpretation of the 'social dimension' of
educatibn was in fact far too narrowly conceived, and did not appear
to Igo any further than the concept of equity, admittedly important
enough in itself. The paper appeared very largely to ignore therole of
education in the promotion of social atVudes and values and in
relation to the culture and' religion of a community, and in its func-
tion& as a role-allocation device and as a chit- minding service.

Second, he thought the paper had t?o muchfaith in the possibility
of finding 'right answers' with misunderstanding- and inefficiency
being regarded as the main obstacles to their adoption - and did not
recognize sufficiently that perceptions of-what was good and right
might differ and that interests might clash. or did the paper
sufficiently explore the pbtential conflicts between different defini-
tions of equity, between equity and efficiency, betweenlocal relevance
and national standargization,.between specialization and integration
of edlicational contents and so forth. Perhaps or this reason ttle EsWP
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seemed to represent a bureaucrat's view of education, with few real
life teachers, parents or pupils appearing in it'; pages. When they did
appear they were either described as 'target groups' or 'inputs' or else
seemed, as Anderson had suggested in his paper, to be obstructing
efficient planning. It was sad to find so little evidence of sympathy and
support'. for teachers, or recognition of the need to sustain their
devotion and commitment.

Third, as he had indicated in his own paper, he had reservations
about the Bank's global assessment of world educational trends. One
could support the contention that change and reform were urgently
needed in many education systems, without accepting such a gloomy
interpretation of what had been achieved or would be achieved - in
- quantitative terms. The figures in the Bank's paper for educational
deNelopment up to 1970 were causes for satisfaction and congratula-
tion. As to the future, the Bank and Unesco might conceivably have
access to data not generally availaele to others, suggesting a turn for
the worse in educational trends and justifying their gloom. There
were some counter-indications. however. For example, it was worth
noting that several of the largest African countries in the Bank's list of
the poorest twenty-five Nigeria, Sudan and Tanzania now seemed
to be pushing forward extremely rapidly. Moreover, he thought the

nk's emphasis on basic and primary education did not sufficiently _-
accord with the reality that in many countries a major focus of con-
cern was what to de about the lower-secondary level. Such a concern
should not be condemned out of hand as elitist and anti-develop-
mental, even in eountnes that had not yet achieved a satisfactory
primary education base. Development could not always take place
evenly in any case. But more importantly one might argue that wider
access to the lower-secondary system might in fact help to underpin
the primary level of education by reducing any harmful backwash
effects of the selection examination, by furnishing better educated
teachers. by consolidating basic literacy skills already achieved.

Fourth and-last, there was the need to scrutinize carefully which
were the groups at present without access to first-level education and
the reasons for this. Was the problem one of poverty, elitism and
deliberate neglect. or might it not just as often be one of remoteness?
He had been struck by the fact that the really poor countries with low
enrolment ratios seemed to be those with low density of population.
If closer analysis were to suggest that the probletwvere largely those
of remoteness (physical, cultural, social) then We policy measures
needed might be different from those which would be suggested if low
enrolment ratios were the outcome of the political and social
philosophies of the ruling groups.

John Cameron said he agreed with many of the criticisms Peter
Williams had made. He himself had made some of these points quite
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explicitly in a written report to the Ethiopian Ministry of Education
in January 1974. Referring to the recommendations of the Ethiopian
Education Sector Review, concerning which the World Bank Educa-
tion Sector Working Paper now before the meeting was so complacent,
he had written The Report of the Education Sector Review is an

? unexceptionable dociiment, shrewd and courageous in its diagnosis of
the educational ills which beset Ethiopia . . but, in spite of the large
measure of Ethiopian participation it is a co'nformist document, in
that it reflects the prevailing educational orthodoxy of most educa-
tional aid agencies. especially the international ones. These agencies
having urged the developing countries a decade ago to give top
phonty to the development of secondary and tertiary education
mainly in the interests of trained manpower for the moderrf sector of
the economy. and to give low priority to primary education, now
urge them to do the opposite.- Central to the new orthqdoxy is great
emphasis on the ruralization of school curricula at.all levels and on
non-formal education, outsate and sometimes at the expense of. the
formal system. . . . Success in inculcating new attitudes is crucial...
Rkiral populations do not need to be told about the economic value of
education as it affects their own lives. Education is to them the way up
from, and out of, the harsh conditions of subsistence farming at
least for some of their children. It is the means of escape from grind-
ing poverty, not of a return to it. Yet "Minimum Formation Educa-
tion" (mFE.) postulates return, not escape. . . . The Assistant Director
General-Unesco . described 144FE as "another exquisite expression
that we have coined in order to escape from the prison house of
primary or elementary education and express reality".1. This is not
how parents regard it. They will need a lot of convincing that
is not itself the prison house.'

In reading the World Bank's Education Sector Working Paper he
was reminded of the remark by that great American, Corpford,*
illustrating the importance of therrrrinner in which policies and priori-
ties were made known. 'You think, do you not, that you have only to
state a reasonable case and people must listen to reason and act 'upon
it at once. It is just this conviction that makes you so unpleasant'
Many criticisms of the ESWP might well stem from this type of human
bloody-mindedness. E>ryone had an in-built resentment to being
told what was good for him.

As regards policies and priorities the first point to be made v,asthat
the essential characteristic of developing countries was their poverty.

'This remark was made at the conclusion of S-six -day conference on MFE in
Addis Ababa in July 1972
'Quoted in Kerr, Clark, The Uses of the Uoi,ersay. Cambridge, Mass : Harvard
Uni%ersny Press, 1964, p. 107 (Cornford, F. M kficrocomographica Academica.
London: Bowes and Bowes, 1949.)
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This imposed/harsh priorities and difficult decisions on them. They
could not afford the luxury of a bleeding heart; and even when the
political will for bold decision-making was there, the necessary
administrative capacity was often lacking.

Second. the EswP left one with the sneaking suspicion that the
.- World Bank aimed at creating a contented peasantry, not at promot-

ing modernization and industrialization; that it considered industri-
alization of rural areas regrettable if not wicked; and that it thought a
Rousseau-like rural economy infinitely preferable to the complexities
of the modern highly urbanized world. In fact. however. Britain's
histoncal experience suggested that the rural economy could not
grow without large urban markets and that urbanization- Was a
precondition of a highly-differentiated modern economy.

These points bore directly on the issue of equity. In the ESv. P the
Bank took developing countries' education systems and policies to
task, for their `regressive character'. However, the Bank appeared
-neither to ghe the developing countries sufficient credit for what they
had accomplished in,terms of equality of access, nor to appreciate
the enormity of the task of reaching equality of achievement even
though it did recognize this second task to be much more difficult
thankthe first. In reality, poverty meant that equality of access or of
educational achievement was a mere pipe-dream in the developing
nations, able to offer primary education to perhaps only 50 per cent
of the age group.

One should in fact think of inequity as being a hallmark of a
developing country; as Mark Blaug had said, 'The striking fact about
underdeveloped countries is not so much their low level of income per
head, but rather the extreme inequality in the distribution of nearly
everything: income, population, education, housing, health and the
like. Not only is income per head more unequally distributed than in
der eloped countries, but regional variationsin income withal national
boundaries far exceed anything found in Europe or America'.* If this
analysis was correct, it made little sense to criticize_ developing
countries for the existence of inequity.

The problem of inequity was exacerbated by the fiercely competi-
tive nature of education systems in developing countries, in which the
selective function inevitably played a most important role. More
flexible aptitude and attitude tests' would not send this problem away
and the EswP's remark dint 'fully practical alternatives have not yet.
been developed' (p. 35) gave no help at all.

The ESVir was correct in its general diagnosis; its cfisctission of the
major issues was fearless and forthright; and few documents covered
91 much ground in so few pages. It was all the more unfortunate,
Blau,. M. The Role of Education in Enlarging the Exchange Economy in Middle
Africa: The English-speaking Countries. Pans: Unesco. 1967.

a '4.,
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therefore, that it left the impression that the real problems facingdeveloping countries were outside its expenence and beneath itsnotice.

General Discussion
The discussion of the ESWP'S analysis and policy conclusions can con-veniently be summarized under four headings development of skills,education for rural areas, equity and efficiency; costs of educationalgrowth broadly corresponding with different sections of the ESWPitself.

(i) Development of Skills
John Oxenham felt it crucial to make a necessary distinction betweeneducation and schooling. Theeducationarprocess of preparing peoplefor adult life within their communities and societies was prior to andwider than the institution called 'the school'. One crucial educationaltask was training for a livelihood. A livelihood within a liaditional
community could be trained for by 'traditional' education without theaid of tile- schools, but 'traditional' education could not p'repare
people for modern- sector jobs. This demanded qualifications obtain-able almost solely through a school.' Hence, and naturally, sthoolswere seen by their users primarily as a means for qualifying for a`modern' livelihood, rather than in terms of acquiring competence.Because of the duality of the economies of poor countries and the
consequent competition for limited modern-sector bits, school had acrucial elect on;peoples lifetime earning opportunities. What theESViP ha' failed to do was to explore whether there was any chance of
separating the educative functio.n of the schools in developing human
capacities, from the selectie function of the schools in qualifyingpeople for scarce jobk, It was questionable whether the schools couldperform 'the dual function of qualifying people for the jobs theywanted at the same time as giving them a preparation for the jobsthey were really likely to get.

These points were taken up by Michael Young and John Anderson.Schools seemed more attuned to providing people with Pia jobs",which was what parents wanted, than with Koi/iding them with theskiffs and attitudes that their countries needed. Could thakelement in
educational qualifications that represented an indicator of genuine
competence be separated from 9ualificatjons which represented anexercise in competitive labelling? Perhaps education-cum-work
structures which interspersed periods of education with work
experience, could provide an opportunity to select for further educa-tion courses on the basis of demonstrated competence in real situa-tions. Jean Bowman suggested that there might be a danger indefining the role of education in economic development too narrowly
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in terms of schooling as a preparation for particular wage and salary
jobs. The discussion in the ESWP seemed to be largely in these terms.
But perhaps more important was the role of education in the develop-
ment of skills of acquiring and decoding information, and in making
decisions in change-situations. Education appeared to affect the speed
and efficiency with which people took up new practices in agriculture,
and tcraffect entrepreneurial behaviour. By extending access to the
written word it seemed likely that education speeded up innovation.
Christopher Coklough made the further point that the way people
viewed education was a function of the society they were in. It might
not be 'possible to say gencially that people wanted education
primarily for this reason or that. I man /societies India was
one example education was an impo t component of social
status. The financial rewards of jobs were of course an extremely,
important factor, and in this connection the EswP had not put en ougli
stress on income distribution and the need for a more progressive
income structure. The discussion of these points on pages 22-23
of the--EswP seemed to him to be altogether too tentative and non-
co rrhsai ttal

Several speakers expressed the view that in its discussion of the
development of skills, the ESWP had too- little to say, about informal
processes orskill -acquisition or vocational training on the job. Albert
0::igi made reference to the many diverse ways in" which skills were
acquired in Northern Nigena.

Archibald Callaway said that the Bank should be congratulated on
its path-finding diagnosis of the needs of education of poor people in
low-income countnes. He felt, however, that more emphasis might
have been given to vocational trainingof the large numbers of young
people who are certain to find their vocations as self-employed ,rural
producers. Many of these youths had not attended school at all.
Others were primary or early secondary school leavers,$both young
men and young women.

The typical, economic unit in the rural areas - whether in the
harn.let, village or the 'rural town- in most countnes, is the small-
scale, self-employed enterprise: the family farm, the trading estab-
lishment, the craft or small-scale Industry, the artisan workshop, the
small transport business, the seamstress with her girl apprentices,
the stall in the market. The same is true of the back streets of cities.
Vocational skills relevant to these farms and 'firms' are learned by
you people on the job from adults actively at work. -kf

The question is how best government can intervene to upgrade
(and, in some instances, to trazIform) this normal procedure for
acquiring skills on the job. Full-time, classroom,onented training
can produce graduates for wage-jobs as tractor drivers, clerks or
mechanics but does not usually produce better self-employed farmers
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and artisans. The training required for a lifetime vocation as self-
employed rural producers is a suitable blend of on-the-job training
and supplementary' learning

This element of supplementary learning could perhaps best be
provided on completing apprentice training or. after setting up on
own account, at the slack period of the production year. Such
intermittent courses of a few weeks are often most fully conducted
by well - trained extension workers at modest, ti-purpose rural
training centres ar their eqluvalent.

y- Christopher Colclough emphasized the impo nee of vocationall 32.

training as an alternative means of producing s Ils, and as a key-to
modifying the education system in such a way that the supply pf
qualifications did not getout of line with society's needs. In general,
the income differentials among those with different levels of voca-
tional training were very much less marked than between those with
different levels ,of general education. 4

(ii) Education for Rural Areas
The compartmentalism implicit in the ESWP'S discussion of 'develop-
ment of skills for rural areas' as a separate category attracted cntical
comment from participants in the meeting. It was not accepted that
policies for the rural setting raised basically different questions from
policies for the Alodern sector, nor that 'non-formal schemes' and
`functional literacy' should have been discussed in the ESWP only in
the context of the rural areas. John Lelia said that whilst the acci-
dentals in terms of illustrations and techniques might differ betweett
urban and rural areas, the fundamentals in terms of basic com-
munication skills, learning to make judgments of situations and so on,
were not different. In an era of rapid change, there Could be no
guarantee that a 'rural education', would be appropriate to the
futdre lives of children presently residing if rural areas.

andand Efficiency

The prevailing mood at the meeting towards the issue of equity waS
one of caution. It was recognized that 'equality' and 'equity' had
distinct meanings. but that the EswP tended to use the second to refer
to the first. It was generally agreed that in their formal structures

. education systems 'should stress equ'ality, which meant rejecting the
kind of dual systert the ESWP seemed to propose with its 'parallel
system' of primary` schools and basic education. But, as Arnold
Anderson argued, much more could be done in distributing educa-
tional resources more equitably, treating both pupils and teachers
more fairly.

At the same time thOse preseht were conscious of the questions
raised by John Cameron in his opening remarks as to whether the very
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process of economic development did not presuppose unevenness and
inequality; and by Arnold-Anderson's observations (see below) that
the Mobiliiation of local community self-help effort inevitably
inv_olved increasing impanties at local level. Jean &Alon suggested
that strategic questions arose as to the correct timing of any emphasis
on equality. Would too Much emp#asis on equality now in fact limit
one's options in future? In the case of a society like Brazil an
emphasis on greater equality at the present time might well be the
come', prescription, but that might not have been the best' policy at
every point in the past; and one might hesitate to ad% ocate it for every
society at present.

"Kenneth King saw the emphasis on equity in the ESWP as a way of
saying that the elites in developing countries were socially irre-
sponsible. It amounted to telling developing countries how_ they
should behave. Having failed to achieve equality in Western coun-
tries through `headstare programmes, etc., there was now a move to
turn the Third World into a vast experimental station for new
equality programmes. Taking up the reference to elites, Arnold
Anderson said the real issue was not that of their existence, but
whether the elites Were 'earning their keep' in terms of their contnbu-
non to the -development -and modernization of society. Moreover,
although elites certainly made use of the school system, it was
doubtful if there was any school system which produced more
inequity than would exist if therwere no schools.

Jon Lauglo argued that the new preoccupation f Westerners with
inequality in developing countries stemmed I s fronra 'bleeding
heart', as John Cameron had appeared to s ggesto than from a
different development model. He suggested t in some develop-
ing countries relative `differencks between s al groups in educa-
tional participation were no greater than/in some industrialized
countries.

Finally, the heavy cost of pursuing equity to its ultimate conclusion
was stressed. In this:connection the factor of remoteness, stressed by
both Peter Williams (see abo') and Hugh Hawes (see below) was.a
major obstacle to achieving genii* equality even of educational
access, let alone achievement, at any reasonable cost.

(iv) Costs of educational growth
Irionei Elvin said the ESWP had pointed to a baic dilemma which had
to befaced squarely. This was the enormous cost of universal primary
education. If one rejected the idea p4t-forward in the ESWP of a dual
system which the World Bank wgs flOating partly as a way of re-
ducing the Cost of education for all !- one had an obligation to come
up with alternatives. At present levels of cost per head in primary
'education one could not hope to reach universal primary education in

.0"

-
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twenty years and a country like Upper, Volta would need to spend the
whole of the Government budget and 50 per cent more to put all its
children in school. In most developing countries, even allowing for
`the OPEC-effect' in countries with oil and fora reasonable level of
growth of _the national economy, there would not be sufficient
government resources External aid might help but would not
account for much In the face of this one had to ask for increased
support from local communities.

Guy Hunter advocated more support for education which, like
John Oxenham earlier, he distinginshed from 'schooling from
parents and the community. The responsibility of parents and the
community at large for the education of the young must be stressed.
The. idea of people 'dropping out' of education was an outrage.
Educational planning must start from the basis of resources avallable
in the community. which government could supplement when it was
satisfied that the crammunity itself was making an effort. T.Ven when
governmentswould not afford to pump in buildings and teachers.
there were in the community resources of time, skill and wisdom
which could be used to educate the young. In particular the young
'could and should be helped es learn about how people. rued their
living, about different job-roles 'and job-contents. Such an approach
did-not imply that schools should be abolished,. but rather that

'communities should start with their own educational resources and
progress gradually to the fully-deveMped school. If school could not
be organized to fill the whole day, then parents most provide educa-
tion for pun of the day Government's role should beone of auxiliary
help, to supplement and assist but not to be the chief provider. He
recognized that organization of:community effort was less straight-
forward in urban areas where the community' was harder to idevetify
and voluntary collective effort harder to mobilize, and thete would
be some areas...where, as Lionel Elvin had said, communities might
be too thin on the ground to carry the load. It was also a sad fact
that 'school' had sometimes tended to become the enemy of 'educa-\ non'. by undermining peopleis confidence in their own abilities and
empirical experience and substituting for it official knowledge called
`science'. Nevertheless, local effort and responsibility must be relied
upon ,to greater degree if educational opportunity was to be
extended at all quickly: it was no good just waiting for government
to act.

::-
ArnoIrcAnderfon pointed out that greater reliance on local com-

munity resources prObabli- implied a wider range in the level of
education!! provision in different areas which was difficult to reconcile
with equality. Peter Williams asked whether people might not accept
shbrt-term i nequality if they were persuaded thatlong-term govemmen t
policy was based on considerations of equity; and if they could feel
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more certain that. if they themselves made an educational effort, they
would qualify before too long for inclusion in government pro-
grammes of help. He thought that the case_of Upper Volta, quoted
by Lionel Elvin. was somewhat untypical of the general probleinin
developing countries, reflecting as it did extremely high salary scales
relative to national income levels and an extraordinarily low density
of population.

Arnold Anderson suggested there was need to explore analytically a
new set of education expansion goals looming over the horizon, which
was an enrolment rate of 30 or 40 per cent in secondary school. Could
developing countries afford to think in terms of levelt of educational
provision that the Ls did not have until 1930? Jen Lau `was also
concem0 whether, bearrn&mmind the selective function of schools.

-the-Wider availability of primalar education in developing countries
would not simply trigger ,'an escalation of demand foFeducation at
succesFtely higher levels.I' r

John Anderson said that if one was going to look for -increased
community financing aeducation. then local priorities must be res-
pected and these were:often for secondary schools. ,Qualifications
which secured wage ernployment were what people were prepared to
work for in the field if self-help education. In order to safeguard
eqiuty one might _think in terms of using a quota to provide a basi-e
minimum provision for each area, and allow self-help effort to pro-
vide additional places beyond the minimum. But this did not solve
the problem of focusing community effort on tolducational projects
which had relevance 4o local em ment conditions. This was a
critical task. and action research i these areas should be given very

ihigh priority.
With regard to the cost of ed ational expansion Guy Hunter

observed that by leaning more on loca. onuitunities to provide educe=
Lion. some new resources would be gen ated. People were sometimes
ready to devote to, the voluntary support of education energies and
resqprces that would not necessarily be available, for akernative
investments. So it might not be true in every instance that educational
expansion would depnve other sectors of needed funds. In any case
where 'alternative uses Of resources' in fact took the form of transfers
through marketing board mechanisms from rural to urban areas, it,
was not clear that they were any more beneficial to over-all develop-
ment, let alone to the interests of rural. Peoplt..Peler Williams noted 4

with reference.to Jon Lauglo's'earlier point., that aithotigh in theory
it might seem that educational growth would endlessly feed on itselt
as qualifications required for jobs rose, in practice there were
countervailing forces at work. Even when education was-'fr'et',' die
opportunity cost of enrolling steadily increased as childjen betame
adolescent and then adult. Admittedly, in a situation or complete
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lack of work, coptinuation'of studies rrulit be costless to the indi-
vidual, but there were -few situationsf ere there were no benefits
forgone by- continuation of study.

'Basic Education and Mass Participation
Hugh Hawes in introducing this topic said the paper* that John
Cameron and he had cirexdaTeci, was not meant to be in any way
cynical, but was intended to reflect the kind of reactions to the
ESWP rti be expected from people at local level. Policies might be dis-
cussed on Mount OlympUs, but changes took place on the ground.

In speaking of basic education, the first task was to define it. There
had been various interpretationg from Gandhi onwards, with some/
now talking of 'basic education' and other's of the basic cycle of
studies'. The Bank appeared to hover between the idea of basic educ-
tion as a first stage ofedication directed inwards minimum learnifig
needs, including the priniary cycle, as its main vehicle on the one
hand; and the implication on the other hand that it was an alternative
form of mainly terminal education for the degerving poor. The second
interpretation should be rtle9t0, : the only valid one was that basic
education should be considersas a means by which the learner could
take charge of his own life, and as a basig for further lea-tiling and
living likely to be the same whether one was in an urbagor rural area.
Chice these goali were set, it should be recipzed that.there was a__
variety of paths to achieve them.

Beyond this, however, one had to decide w. htther basic education
should be conceived of as a system or an idea. The Bank sekined to see
it as a system with four-year schools, a new curricu* sstero etc ; its
perspective was one of institutions and target' groups. But if basic
education were rather seen as an idea, the perspective,w_ould shift
from systems to goals, wittsOools only one way of contributing to
them. One would then begin t ealizs that one could never be sure
whether or not the goals had been Ily achieved..This wasan untidy
way of looking at things and swnight of commend itself to planners
and bankers, who were tidy pe5ple.

_

He then turned to the question of priori . The Bank.was saying
that in-the interests of equity basic education an over-riding edu-
cational priority, But if one established som king as a priority,
something else had to go. If it were proillo that a four-year
'minimum formation education' should replace the tandard six- or
seven-year cycle, the Mortadellans sec Hawes/Caiineron paper
above) would'react in the standard way violent opposition. If the
object were tci,save money, a more acceptable alternative from the
parents' point of view Would be to retain the length of the cycle in
*See above. A Memorandum from Mortadella, p. 56. --
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yeilitt but to reduce the length of the school day or school weekeither-by a shift attendance or an alternative day attendance system.
.Since children learned as they grew, a long period of extensivelearning seemed better than-a short period of intensive learning.There were two fundamental issues only partially recognized by°the Bank. First, global arithmetic got one nowhere: the correct educa-

tional pattern Radio be decided separately by ea,ch country and wouldbe decided in the light of political ideology and economic self-
Sufficiency. Some countries would find equity beyond_ them, 'for -eqwty surely did not imply the right to'starve together.- Secolld,qhe
question had been 'raised of equity between adults and children.Although theVobal figures on."page 33 of the report *ere rather
meaningless 1.14:would be better forgotten, tke planning and pro-vision of, really effective large-scale adult education flrogrammescould cripple programmes of education for younger learners.

Was it not possible iiiThot that demand for education would prOvean effective if not necessarily equitable regulator of the amount ofeducation to be supplied?
Perhapseducational opportunities shOuldbe directed first towards those who wished to set themselves freethrotigh basic education. There were aftgr all limits to thp extent one

couldpursue Tuaregs into the desert with boots they JJ.Znot want.So far as the content of 'basic education was concerned the Bankhad its heart in the right place, but had seriosly underestimated thedifficultilts. He thought the real issue in thenext decade would beqi)estions of quality and content, and although the Bank was pointingthe way down the road fey; pepple were' in fact travelling it- SomegOOd work had been going on 1'prexample at Innotech in Saigonand:,in Jamaica but these examplere few and the contrast bet-nen.the large volume of literature on forecasting enrol ments'arid quaptila- ,tive measures and the dearth of mateatal.on4lanning for curriculum.and teacher education was4einarkable;Nigeria an Tanzania, forexample, had just announced progranurtes of universal primary edu-cation but appeared less concerned with what would go into it*most countries there wasan extensive system of se' ItOoligmibut hardlyanY standardized tests. 'If .his was the situation in r4Mct of -long-established school systems, how much more problematical would bethe design of a content for basicieducationftithich would% applicableand acceptable? He thought the Bank was over-optimistic about the,curricularIEdbilerns of basic education and the working paper
underestimated the complexity of the problems involved.

'Discussiog

Arnold Anllersormand Lionel Elvin doubted whetW. the concept of.basic education was clearly enough defined tbsbeu,4ful..They thoughtthe (ESWP vias far from clear in the matter of (definition anchhat the'
sv.

, `o
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ittionship betty n basic education and primary Schooling was left

vague. Guy H ter saidthat basic educatioiftvas not particularly
helpful as an operational concept unless one specified very clearly the

Rr
categories of learners involved. School Children aged six to eleven

co usefully. be bracketed with older learners, themselves a

mit'isgireous
rn

group. Atolescent.% and-adults, illiterates and school ro
.

drop-outs could' not beaught in identical 'ways. The content and
'institutional framework of education would have to vary for each

group. lamp Sheffield on Ilether hand thought that the definitions 4%

of basic educatkin given 6ri pp. 29-30 Of-the ESWP were adequate and

that toottightia definition would notzbe useful, Basic education was a.
broader concept, applicable to a much wider range of learners., than
primary school. Much would depend on Whether this poi was

understood in developing countries, or whether they sitrtplyter-
preted ba'sic education as a watered-down substitute for primary
education, and suitable for diop-outs. debrgearkyn sal he thought
there was some danger of the meeting filling straw men on this
question of definitions of basic, education, since the World Bank
would probably agree largely with what Hugh HaWes and others had
said. He also defended the use of the terfns 'formal', `non-formal' and
Informal' education, which Archibald Callaway had earlier criticized

as less accurate than 'school' and 'out-of-school' education. George
Parkyn thought that 'formal', `non-formal' and 'informal' could be
clearly differentiated. from an organizational point ofkiew, with

'formal' applying to institutions whbglkspecific ptirposes were ,to
educate, 'non-formal' applying to the specific educative activities of
b pdies whosee main purposes were of other kinds (e.g. productive
enterprises, trade unions etc.), and 'informal' applying to the edtica-

tiive influence of all sorts of experiedces undergone during tilt
course of Lionel Elvin disagreed. He'considered that the use
of the formal/non-formal/informal terminolOgy vas extremely con -
fusing because formal and non-for/141 had other' conno.tationk in
regard to educational methods, and these cut right across organiza-

kifion irittegories. He- thought Archibald Callaway's distinction
betty edtication in schOol and education. Ont7of-school to blq`

.
more use 1.

Lionel loin also spoke out strongly against the idea of a dual
t system, either on the basis of 'urban edutation' for somearit 'rurit

education' fpr others; or'- `primary education' for some and 'parallel
systems' of basic education for others. 111e4wetcomed all kinds of

radical changes ip the fritrtary education system, bit thought that the

' notion of parallel systems should be _firmly rejected. There would be a
suatlicion in respect of this kind-of system that it would become a way .

of keeping the under-privileged down permanently; of dishonestly
fobbing them off with an inferior product whilst assuring them it was"
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as good as primary.schooling. Ther aS broad support by partici-
pants for this position, and also for Hu Hawes's emphatic rejection
of the idea that the design of basic educatioiprogrammes ought to
emphasize terminal characteristics.

John Anderson and Jon Lauglo thought the _Eswp paid insufficient
attention to the way in which the selective function would be fulfilled,
by basic education programmes. The paper was critical of thg empha-
sis in primary schools on the selective function, but it did not satis-

. factonly show how basic education programmes: would _handle fhe
,problem. Other criticisms of. the viability of basic eduCation as a

parallel system were brought forward tey Jean ,Bowman who found the
ESWP too,vague'about who the teachers-were going to be, and by Roy
Gardnegrho expressed concern about the organizational feasibility of
much that wis proposed. It was:very easy to-talk about ,integrating
education with other community programmes, about tapping existing
local resources for educations building new learning frameworks and
soon. But very often, as in shanty towns or scattered pepulatiod areas,
there was in faCt no 'community*. And just who was going to carry
out the vast job of identifying needs,' organizing programmes,
mobilizing contributions, integrating programmes, etc?

Finally; a number of:speakers addressed themselves to the question
of the content of basiceducation. iohnsLewis stressed the need for

and for skills- flexibility
inevitability of teChnic0 and economic Change. In this kind o

ty ills which were not too specific,
il

c, bearing in nun

situation fhe ability to find out was More valuable than possession of
a store-of knowledge. Yet alt too many schools saw their role simply
in terms of transmitting to pupils-a series ofitubject contents,- and
seemed incapable of making the quantum jump involved in pursuing di
the broader ends of education. He thought.that the concept of basic
education might prove useful to the schbols it it helped concentrate
attention on `basics'; on essentials. If money was short and the time
sPerit by pupils in-schools had'to be !united, might not areas like art
be better handled outside school? Was there any point in including
physical education in the curriculum for children who walked long
&tuxes to and fromschool each y? Health education was another

, area frequently badly taught.jt s currently fashionable to suggest
whole new Areas of releyant curriculum, but recognition of teacher
limitations and time limitations was essential. Arnold Anderson
argued that the most basic, skills - which he described as subject
skills were the ability to express oneself clearly and fo read and
write. Literacy skills became increasingly important as one moved
from tbe subsistence to the monetary economy, but they needed to be
exercised and kept alive by the provision of interesting reading
matter. ft was here that local ,newspapers and news-sheets,, which
gave people the chance io read -about themselves qnd their cont-

.!
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munity, could contribute much. Jean Bowman and John Lewis
also stressed the impnce of readyaccess to attractive and
entertaining reading materials.

Jeremy Greenland took up Peter 'Williams's earlier criticism of the
apparent narrowness of the' Bank's' interpretation of the social
dimensions of development. He commented on the Eswp's pre-
occupation with ttte economic functions of education, And on the fact
that-the traditionallearning processes-most generally approved of

-were-.econordically-orientethones. But the development process was
bOund up with social and cultural values and with the

moral, ethical and religious dothain of the curriculum. Unesco and
foreign achiserC, on whom the poorest countries generally relied for
advlce", naturally fought' shy of ,involvement in this area. Thus the
quite erroneous view gibed grail* that curriculum was basically a
technical Mafter concerned with economically useful knowledge,and
skills, rather than witlicultural attitudes .beliefs and values and with
sup ial relationships.

s
Implementing Change. A

.

Beg lioneyboneintroduA the cliicusSonjleisaid ttl,tswp did not-
go into sufficient detail of hoW implementation o'f changes and
refoniis would take place, particularly in talc 'education. In .

respect he would like to make four main points.
1. Real change in education was very slow; as Beeby and others had
pointed out. Real change conctrnsd improved' processes of learning
and went deeper than changes inorganization. Educational changes
affecting basic education Would be particularly sloW because _they

-applied to-a wide age-range and to people of very varied socio-,
.economic background, as the ESWP made clear. By definition, many
of those who would be drawn into lemming for the first time through

,..obasic education would come from groups traditionally least. res-
ponsive to change.
2. The Bank said littleatfout the training Of change.agents. VeiyOften
these would be people who had been through local universities and
although these institutions were directly or by implication often
criticized for produCing elites, .they should be given credit for their
cont!iitution in terms ofmiddle- and higher-level personnel who could
help mAnage the process of change in their countries.

.

3. Changes would take place more a pidly if institutitinal growing
\--points were established. Government tended to use institutions and

their graduates much less than they could or should by dispersing '
their effectiveness. 41 the education system, for example, instead of

o
'Bixby C. A., The Quultty of Education in Developing Countries. Cambndge,
liviass.: Harvard University Prev., 1966.
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using graduates from higher institutions only as teachers with mini-mum opportunities of innovation, they could be used more in theformulation ofifew policies, and the whole process of change.4. In general, universities and other training institutions could beregarded as permanent and therefore suitable as a home for projects 'based on international aid. In particular, they cotild offer facilities forthe training of, for example, many types of teachers and extensionworkers under one roof instead'of in dispersed institutions. The Bankhad not elaborated its proposals on the support of training very far,-From Table 8 on page 51 of the EswP it appeared that an increase inhealth and agricultural training, but a decrease in teacher training, wascontemplated: but since no cross-tabulation by curricula and levelswas given one could, not be certain about the Bank intentions.
!

.
D iscussion . ; 0

,.

Raymond,Lyons stressed the clOse relationslup between educationalchange on the one hand, and economic and social-change in thecolptryside.on the other. 'In terms of trying to help the poorest. gaoups in the population and to promote greater equality, which was .,.-the World Bank's aim, education was secondary in importance4o ......-.*--'measures designed 1:0 raise agricultural productivity and incomes.Such measures involved vital political issues.
There was some discussion of the mechanics oftducational change.Lionel f /yin...criticized the tendency Of the international bodies to besomewhat indiscriminate is their advocacy of Ehange. In somecountries ,reform might be urgent, but in others like Brazil orVezuela it might not be necessary to rethink the system com-pletely. Nobody at the meeting agreed with the optimistic assertionby the BAT that `change will normallx begin trough a comprehen-sive study of the sector as a whole which assesses broadly the degreeto wluchthe country's total learning system responds to its develop-mental objectives and needs' (p. 58). This formulation did not giveadequate recognition to the fact that educational change was not an: ekclusivelyf directive process under bureaucratic-control but wascontinuouSly occurring through gradual ulodification-of behaviour,per , desires on the part of parents, students, teachers andothers. Peter. liams argued that the calls in the ESWP and elsewhere ,-for radical re ormaiook little account of changes that were beingeffected and the processes of adjustment 'to changing circumstancesthat coulfl be observediat.institutional and.individual levels. Studies,of the. pi oct4s of change and adjustment - such as the EswP's sug-gestion /

ber more tracer studies might more beneficial aad en-lighteni than comprehensive evaluations.
Some xamples of comprehensive sector studies of edu n wereG% briefly discussed. Indigenous leadership and "Paiticipatio such
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surveys at national level were crucial but, as John Cameron pointed

out in respecraf Ethiopia, were not enough by themselves. There

must also be Mensive local consultation within the country and It

basic congruence between the proposals made and the aspirations of

the people. John Lewis also stressed the importance or genuine con-
sultation and participation in educational planning and in the
formulation of proposals for chinge. -

Kenneth King underline the danger that powerful international
agencies alight succeed in 'selling' ideas to the developing world
which had no real chance of spreading. The offer of finance for basic
education projects might'result in the creation of a few piecemeal

projects community education centres pethaps, or programmes for

the education of nomads - in a number of radical countries. Such
projects could become quite celebrated without necessarily having

much significance to processes of diffusing otter -all educational or
economic change. A good exam* was the famous Jeanes School in

Kenya which had been visited by countless local and international

experts.; and which, despite its high reputation, had had virtually no

impact on, Kenya's primary school system. Ills same example illus-
trated how difficult it would be for the World Bank to channel its aid

funds in such a way as to promote local entrepreneurship.
There was a brief idiscussion of the World Bank's own lending

_policies and procedures. The ifieetins, generally Welcomed a number

CifpropoSed new emphases in the World Bank's mode of operations as
outlinetin_the ESWP. In particular participants endorsed the need for

ensuring that assisted pilot projects be replicable, the possibility of
reiidering recurrent fitiancial assistance in-the case of experimental -

projects, and the use of more flexible operatio9p1 procedures.
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'Summary of the Education Sector Working
Paper
The Paper is in three Parts. The first shortest part reviews trends in
education istd development between 1950 and 1970. The second part,
occupy,ing the major portion of the vcrume, discusses the issues facing
developing countries andthe different policies open to them in developing -
their education systems. The third and final part is devoted to the'World
Bank's education lending policy and programme.
4
1-.Trends in Educationand Development to 1970
There has long been concern over the relevance and quality of education
in developing countries. A new concern has now arisen in In far as the
rate of expansion of educational growth in the later 1960s declined. Since
then the economic plight of the poorest countries .ha:s been intensified by
the rise in oil prices. There is now the prOspect of retrogression rathe.an
progress towants universal primary oducatio0

Although it used to be assumed that. educational poliCies were irrelevant-
to development objectives, it now seems that they were in many respects
keeping company with overall developmen§pbjectives whichovere them-
selves irrelevant to the conditions of developing societies. In their efforts to
modernize and 'catch up' with the developed countries, the newly indepen-
dent countries put considerable emphasis on capital-intensive inves
which created little_employment. The traditional seRtors_of the
Were relatively neglected.This strategy was mirrored in educational lop-
merit strategies which, under the influence lrf often crude and superficial
manpower studies, stressed secondary and higher education rather than
primary education; moreover, vocational edncayen was neglected.

.2. Education Development Strategyfor the 1970eund
Beyond
The sharing of the benefits of growth and not merely growth itself, is
new seen to biimportant. A number of countries are therefire consideriti
a poverty-oriented devIdo t strategy emphasizing the creation of
productive employment wit particular emphasis on the stimulation of new .
productivity 'in rural areas. If fuller use is to . of human Alsources
in the traditional anttransitional sectors of the y, mass education
will be an economic as well as a *ty. other things,
this iquilies first that educational o malt be better dieributed
as bet%veen the sexes, different social groups and geograplical area and
between intanAnd,rurai rugions; second, that it should bee:de:Wed thiouFh
non-f and informal systems to target groups other than school-age
PouPs aloes a ,-

Five basic issues are then discussed, togeibe! with felatixl policies.

Or
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(a) Formation of Appropriate Skills
Because wage jobs are oiler* allocated on the basis of formal education
credentials there is a strong and constant pressure to expand enrolments
beyond the absorptive capacity of the modem.sector. Employers respond
by choosing job-seekers with ptore education, which only exacerbates the
problem by further fuelling demand. The content of education becomes
distorted with each cycle being regarded mainly as a steplowarcis the next.
Consequently, education systems become dysfunctional both for the
economy and 'for school, leavers.

To help' find empldriir. 1- lent for' school leavers a riumber of different
policies, reflecting different analyses Of the causes of theproblem. have been p,

readvocated. These include job creation, revision of the curriculum to_
include job-oriented skills, rationing of secondary and higher eduCation,
and altering the benefit cost-ratio for students of attending school by rais-
ing the private cost of schooling and reducing earnings differentials
between groups with different educational attainments. SuCh policies
require co-ordination of education employment and wage policies and the
co-operation of employers

Polities for the rural Setting raise a number of, different questions. ,

'Possible approaches include ruralization of conventional schools, non-
formal education schemes either parallel or alternative to schoOl education,'
and functional literacy programmes1 Among basic cntena for the design of
rural education and training pr are that they-should be func-
nom!, form part of a total education delivery system, be integrated with
other" ratal development activities and be rephcatte in terms of/their costs
and managerial requirements. ,

(b) Ensuring Mass Participation in Education and cievelopment
Many odimsjorignienwfenerally fail to achieveeffective maskparticipa-:

,tIon in edtrh, taiai opporturujies. Although publiC expencBture on
education has greatly Increased, about half the children and adults in
developing countries have not been provided with sufficient education
and future prospects are unpronusirtg. The overall literacy rate has
increased dunng the 1960s from 41 per cent to 50 per cent, but
there may even so be an increase of over 160 million adult illiterates by
19131.

In cointries with high primary school enroll/ion ratios mass education
-cab be provided by thE formal primary school education system. supple-
mented by out-of-school schemes for youth and adults. For many rower
income couritries, however, the expansion of formal school systems to
provide mass education may not be financially viable, fel in &hese cases
ithe concept of basic education may offer the nrSt hopeful atfproach.":
Basic ediscatiop is characterized by a functioMf definitiolii of content and
objectives in terms of `mmillitun learning needs': by-opennessto learners
regardless of Age and Socio-economic characteristics, anti by varying formS1
and technoInies, of provision. In addition' to formal pijmary schools,
parallel systems -either complementaryor alternative to primary school -
-should be etinsidergiLlitsch dualism may encounter parental objections
that it isiniquitable. but it may be the only way in the poorest countries of

.
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Providing some kind of education for all, and some of the probleMs of
dualism may be overcome by structural adjustments.

(c) Education and Equity

Most educeition systems have a regressive character, favouring urban and
Ihigher income groups. The quality of teachers and other inputs is uneven
as between, schools senking different areas and inch=groups, and systems
of educational finance may operate ik such a way as to transfei income
fromower to higherincome groups:: 4 *

Equalizing access to eduction th,rough appropate school location
aiscl ftnanbial suctpoa policies is an4nportant means of attaining equallY;
of educational opportunity. Equalfzing the chances for achievement is a
snore' difficult objective, however. Additional school inputs and hiblidAd
selection and promotion mechanisms can offset some of the diSacIliantaggs
of pupils from Anderpnvileged background;, but it must be iecogniied
that there are 'important non - school variables affecting achievement,
particularly the socitic,clo background of a studhtt's family, which
may Only be affected through changet.m the overall incomi distribution
pattern of a country.

_

(d) Increasing Effieloscy
41.

Education "systerns inmost loping -' . ,t ar t in tiiii g.. resources. Thequakty and subjectghstribtttiou'if t is inadequate..
Itudies Indic:aft that it may beiossible to increase class size without :
Agnificisht Ion of strident performance shoUld bfollowecl up. The design

. eand efficient use Of reaming materials`aneequipment require attention, and' .,

children's motivation and ability to learn is often impaired by inadequsue , V
nutrition. All these

... ,, _ ,
se Inefficiencies are reflected in bigh rates of dropout

-,and repeating. . -. .
.

Steps to improve efficiency include more closet specification-of educe,"
tion and training objectives and of performance standards, 'and the' - -,
identificatidn' of factors both schOol, and non-school - liklig to affect
ef5cienci Some rheasures to improve efficiency could proddce cost savings; ;
such as Changes in the phasing of teacher trainiogur increased dais sizes,
aril other reforms might be-neutral in their, efixt on costs. But many . ,

tpratittive improvements W add entail higher costs, so that it isjmportant,
to explore cost- reducing change&

(e) ilinoroddi Maatamment 182d Phosing CM/WO

"
.-`

,

ti

The poor perforrrince of eduesticnial system partly reflects inadequate
.ruinagemcnt. Education policy/ makers are usually ill-equipptst to see
educational policy as pact of overall national economic and socifa policy
and to operate in the area of interface between education and employment
or education and finance. There is a' tack of co-ordination within the
administrative structure among the different agencies concerned with a,
can and training, both at national and local level. Politi&I deCidon-
makers.' itud edticational rnanagFs do not communicate welt with each , .

other.
,

s,

-

e
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In the first place, new planning approaches are needed. Conventional
approached. to educational planning, particularly the rate of return,.
approach and the manpoiver approach, bypass the key questions of
equaliting educational opponUmues and participation, especially for
people in the traditional sectors. A broader approach to planning is
'therefore needed. One tool which may prove useful is cohort analysis,
based on the idea of following- by means of tracer studies the major
educatiOnal and job steps- in the life cycle of a total age group. More
disaggregated analAis by regions, economic sectors and social groups is
also requited.

SeAprid: suptanual changes in the organizatiolf and structure of
educational systems are called for. Third. systems of educational finance

*should be overhauled and' new sources 'of finance for education such as
self -gip, earmarked' payroll re-vtes or' student loans schemes, should be
explored. 'AccAs 3o-education and eqUity in education are sensitive to
alternative modes of financing. Finally, the development of local research
cipacity-and of procedures f&r regular evaluaticn is essential. .

/
.

3..The iNoltd"Bank's Educati..on Lending Policy ands.
P-cbgramme -

.....4
. e, . .. )

(a) Introduction .._ t

While nosingleformula or straregy can meet the needs of all the Bank's '

beltrower%, an analysts of educational profiles of countries with different
levels of income and stages of development shows ;some patterns whicA,
can help the Bank aigust Its response tp_tke different priority needs of
countries. Increasingly,,the Bank's educational lending reflects its concern
with the needs of 1pw-incojne countries and of the poorer 40 per cent of the

0,opulatiOn. But the Bank will continue to assist counmet vductiifill need k
help despite having moved td higher levels of development.

For the poorest countries the major task is meeting the minimum -
learning needs of the unechicated masses. What called for in most cases
is basic education programmes, emphasis on rural training, and a careful,
and sekctive,development of upper levels, of formal education. In middle-
and fughet-mtome countries on the other hand the develt3pment of
secondary and post - secondary education Will be a lnore central pre-
occupation, and particular attention to the balance ketween educational
output and manpower requirements will be important.

Policy and Activities 163-74
first education project supported by the Bank was ih 1962, and in ,

1961 a mernquandum on Bank education!policies was issued. The Bank's
lending was innially7.concentra,ted on training of 'critically needed types of
manpower but the apprdac,14 broadened over time, and a memorandum'.
issued by the President of fikBank in 1970 underlined' this. Whereis.in
the 1963-7j 'period Bank }gilding was divided between,primary, inter-
rpediate.and higher educatilin in the proportions 5:72:23, this had changed
tall :48:41 by 1972.74 and is projected to become 2-7 :4330 in-the 1974-18,

.92.
41
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II
(c) The Bank's Future Programme
The Bank's educationarlending will be based on the following principles:

(a) There should be at-least a minitnpm basic education for' ll as fully
and as seron as available resources permit and the course of development
requires. .

(b) Further education and trairang beyond the basic level should be
provided selectively to improve quantitatively and qualitatively the knew-
ledge and skills necessary for the performance of economic, social and

, 1other developmental roles.other
(c) A national system of education Mould be viewed as a comprehensive

inn system embracing formal, non-formal and informal education and
brking vitt6triaxunurn possible mternal and external efficiency:-
(d) In the interest of both increased productivity and social equity,

educational opportunities should be equalized as fully as possible. tr.

Dealing **ilk Basic Primary' Education. In countries ,needing to expand
the formll primary school 'system the Bank will give help with curriculum
aqd other .ref rms. Those with low enrolment and limited resources will _
be assisted to eview and revise their structures. Partieulaeattention will
be paid to r planning for the greater use of mother tongues, use
of electronic media, itengthening local adnunistcation of education, and
localization of procurement. Lending may reach"-$350-400m in 1974-7$,
butalus will (iasicatly t a 'tooling up' period . SW

Develop t f Skil]s. The, Bank will continue to devote a major part of '
..m4 ..

its funds for Ieducatiogal development to support the development of,
skills to meet the needs of vocatu)nal and professionitl manpower in'thele
urban oril-rural sectors. The polity' of encouragipg comprehensive schools
mat/ be modified in poor countries with tow ich'ool ehrolments. Manpower .
analysis will continue to be used but w be broadened. New techniques
for cost effectiveness analysis in the choice of alternative forms of voca-
di- 's-nal traig wilVbe nd applied:

Efficiency. The Bank Will encourage Cast oonsciousnessan tee riwi. agement
.,of education, especially through larger class sizes, local production of

. equipment and t tbookt anl the- hiring of teachers irith experience
"s outside education. he- systematic use of evolution, improved, child

nutrition, and emphasis on the financial cnteria-in educationki projects,
will also be promoted.

r.
. .,

Education and Equity. Equity,will beta key criterion in all &ink operations,. *

The Bank wits develop a guidance'andnionitoring system to determine ther beneficiaries of education projects. .,' r , 'A

. , , ,

(d)' Bank Lending Programitbs Sad Possibilities
.

.

,
. .

A first question is whether countries wilibe prepared io accept thevolicies'
. - -- advothed In, the Educ-ation- Sectoir. Working Paper. Experience suggests

that the innate caution and conservatism of educational establishments will

. . centinucand few countries will unacttake the radical changes which many
external observers consider necessary; But crtie_4can observe a

4
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willingness to confider proposals for reforin- and awa ness of financial
constraints may act is a powerful inducement. Change ell normally begin
through comptehensive studies of the education sect as a whole, and the
Bank will encourage such sniches.

A second question concerns the risks in these p ides. The risks inherent
in ernbarkmg on highly innovative policies are bstantial, but the effects-
of continuing to neglect the needs kientified the Working Paper would
certainly be more costly.

A third question is whether the Bank it f is in a good pbsition to help
implement the proposals of the paper. e Bank intends to finance 80
projecti costing $1075m in 1974-8 pared with 66 projects costing
$947m in 1969-73. An additional $35 will be spent on training projects
in other sectors. About 27 per cent the lending will be for primary and
basic education.

The Bank is making every effor to ensure that an equitable distribution'
of its educational loans, both w' and between countries, wcurs thpugh
a number of factors limit its < bility, to act in this regard including the
absorptive capacity of recipe- is and the greater availability of sank funds
for higher interest Bank lo s than for low interest Bank credits. More
flexible procedures will be required in terms of financial disbursement and
procurement. Theme inclu the financing of operational, as well as capital,
costs of experimental ojects ' and of the training of teachers and
administrators.

4,
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Appendix 2

Review Meeiiing on The World Bank, Education:Sector Working Paperheld in the, Department of Education' in Developing Countries,UniverSity of London Institute of Education on Mondly 19 May1975.

List of Participants

Chairman: Reg Honeyhone Ptofessor and Head of Department ofEducation in Developing Countries, University of London Instituteof Edneation.

Convenor: Peter Williams Lecturer in the Department of Education inDeveloping Countries, University of London Institute of Education.
Arnold Anderson Professor Emeritus in EduCiiion and Sociology andformer Director of the Comparative Education Centre, University ofChicago; Visiting Professor at the University of London Institute ofEducation, 1975.

John Anderson Principal ofThe College of St Mark and St John, Plymouth.
Mary Jean Bowman Pofessor Emeritus in Education and Economics inthe University of Cp o; Visiting Professor at the London School ofEconomics 1975.

Archibald Callaway Fellow of the Institute of Commonwealth Studies,University of Oxford:
-

John Cameron Senior Lecturer, Department of Education in DevelopingCountries; University of London Institute of Education.

Christopher Goldough Research Officer, Institute of Development Studies,University of Sussex.

Kenneth Cripwell Lecturer, Department of Education in Developing. Countries, University of London Institute of Education.
lowly Dodds Consultant, International Extension College, London.
Pavia Edwards Depadment of Health and Social' Security Nuriinglarch Fellow attached to the Department of Education in Developing.Countries, University ofLondonin.stitute of Education:
Lionel Min Professor Emeritus in Education and former Director,University of London Institute-ofEducatimi A
Nick Evens Senior Lecturer, Deparurprit of Education in DevelopingCountries, University of London Institute of Education. .

St,

Roy Gardner Lecturer, Department df EducationInDeveloping Countries,'University of London. Institute of Education.
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Jeremy Greenland Lecturer in the-Department of -Educational Studies,
University of OxfOrd.

Hugh Hawes Lecturer, Department of Education in Developing Countries,
University of London Institute of education.

Guy Hunter Senior Research Officer of the Overseas Divelopment Insti-
tute, London.

Education Policy-of the World Bank

Kenneth King Lecturer, Centre of Afitcan Studies, University of Edinburgh.

Jon Lecturer, -Department -of Comparative Education,
of London Institute of Education:

John Lewis Professor Emeritus in- Eduontion and former Head of the
Department of Education in Developing Countries, University of London
Institute of Education.

Raymond Lyons Senior Programme Officer, Interhational Institute for
Educational Planning, Paris. N,

John Oxenham FelloNv of the Institute of Development Studies, University
of Sussek.,

Albert Ozigi Principal TutOr, Institute of Edikation, Ahmadu
University, Zaria, Nigeria; Visiting Scholar, Department of Education

, Developing Countries, University of London Irktitute of Education 19151
in

George Parkyn ProSssor and Head of Department of Comparativetruca-*
t ion, University of London Institute of Educhtion.

James Sheffield Director of IntemItional- Studies at Teachers' College,
Columbia University, New York; yisitmg Scholar, Department of Educa-
tion in Developing Countries, University of London Institute of Education
137475:

Elwyn Thomas Lecturer, Department of Education in Developing Coun-
tries, University of London Institute of Education:

Michael Yong. Chairman, International Extension College, Leglion.
/ .
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